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Oops Proof. Now Even Better.
Industry's Most Popular Heavy -Duty DMMs..
Now Even Better With Dual -Fuse Protection
And A Tougher Case.
The tough just got tougher. When
Beckman Industrial introduced heavyduty DMMs tough enough to withstand
accidental drops, input overloads and
destructive environments, they quickly
became the industry's most popular.

Now they're even tougher, thanks to
the best dual -fuse protection you can buy
and a new case. Covered by a one-year,
no-fault guarantee against damage to the
meter other than gross abuse.
For overloads, all voltage ranges can
withstand transients up to 6KV. Resistance
ranges are protected to 600 volts. Current
ranges are protected by a 2 amp/600 volt
fuse. The 10 amp range is protected by a 15
amp, 600 volt high energy fuse with
100,000 amp interrupt rating.

u.

Our heavy-duty DMMs can withstand accidental drops, literally bouncing
back for more, thanks to a new case made
of Valox® one of the most impact and
corrosive chemical resistant thermoplastics around. Sensitive components are
shock mounted for impact protection.

Even oil, water and industrial grime
can't keep our heavy-duty DMM5 away
from the action. Everything is sealed with
o -rings for maximum protection.
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digit display required by the

Of course, even the toughest DMM
isn't much good if it can't deliver accuracy
and the right combination of capabilities
at the right price.

HD -140's accuracy.

Check the HD DMM specs for yourself: Maximum voltage rating of 1500 volts
DC, 1000 volts AC; tested to 40KHz; diode
test function; and exclusive INSTA -Ohm®

Accuracy (Vdc)

capability, now with an audible beeper, to
make your HD even easier to use.

What's more, you can select just the
model you need without paying extra.
Start with the economical HD -100 at
$169.00 for solid, all-around meter performance. Choose the HD -110 with
continuity beeper. Or, the HD -110T that
lets you select Farenheit or Celsius

HEAVY DUTY

DMMS

i

HMO

I

¡ HD11OT

HD110

Digits

MD140

1111130

41/2

31/2

0.25%

I

0.05%

0.1%

10 Megohms

22 Megohms

Input Impedance

Average

AC Conversion

True RMS True RMS

Type

40KHz

10KHz

Bandwidth
(AC Volts)

10KHz

0.1µA

Current Range

0.01µA

Min. Reading
Man. Reading

10A (20A for 30 Seconcs

2A

V

Continuity Beeper

j

100 Hours

2000 Hours

Battery Life
(Alkaline type)

Visit your local Beckman Industrial
distributor today. Compare. And discover
why the toughest are tougher than ever.

temperature measurement with a
simple field adjustment, accurately

measuring from - 4°F to +1999°F,
and works with any K -type thermocouple. It also has a measurement range of 32°F to 392°F
with the thermocouple provided.
You can even get the true
RMS capability on the HD -130,

nice
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New 4 -wheel steering

August 10-15
NPEC '87

is electronically
assisted

Basic and advanced
technical seminars,
including a 40 -hour VCR
school, are interspersed
with lighter moments.

Recently introduced is this
electronic automotive
refinement that utilizes all
four wheels to steer when a
vehicle is being turned,
promising better cornering,
quicker response and
straight-line stability.

4

Test your electronics
knowledge
By Sam Wilson, CET
Experienced technicians will

recall troubleshooting skills
to breeze through this
month's quiz.

41

Page 12

Because software influences computer
operation, computer circuitry tests can
be misleading.

5

No film? No processing?
Instant playback?
This is a CAMERA??

.

i

1

'

1

l ely
Amoco

Coming to consumers: an
untraditional electronic
camera.

c.w.ca

12

Test equipment for
personal computers
By Conrad Persson
Specialized test equipment
gives accurate, speedier
diagnoses of
microprocessor's digital

circuitry: such equipment is
described.

18

Solid-state rectifiers:
using, abusing and
selecting
By Joseph J. Carr, CET
What to do with what goes
"pop" when lighting booms,
or there is a high -voltage
surge.

Page 10

Miniaturized lasers can bring laser
technology to areas that previously
were inaccessible.

Troubleshooting
low -voltage regulator
circuits
By Homer L. Davidson
"Symptoms of intermittent
operation, HV
shutdown...might be caused
by defects in the low voltage -regulator and not
in...one of the circuits that is
usually the source of these
problems." Case histories
highlight this article that
also points out the
increased number of
complicating, integrated
circuits involved with LV
regulator dysfunction.

Departments: 50
What do you know about
6 Editorial
8 News
10 Technology
31 Profax
55 Literature
56 Books
57 Photof act
58 Products
60 Video Corner
62 Computer Corner
64 Audio Corner
66 Readers' Exchange
68 Advertisers' Index

electronics -a highspeed model
By Sam Wilson, CET

Not only the model that is
diagrammed, but also
explanations describing
electron flow move at highspeed from the respected to
the ridiculous. The author
passes on strage theories
he has encountered through
the years, some of which
may be familiar to ES&T
readers.
July 1987
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An array of technical seminars is

Register now
for technical
seminars
(and good
fun, too)

being lined up for the 1987 National Professional Electronics
Convention that will be held August 10-15 in Memphis, TN.
The highlight of the educational

throughout the week.
The 1987 NPEC will be held at

the famed hotel, The Peabody,
near Memphis' Beale Street jazz
district. Prices may include
numerous sponsored meals, admis-

lineup will be a 6 -day, 40 -hour, sion to the trade show, golf or tenhands-on, basic VCR school. Nor- nis outings, all technical or manmally presented only to instructors agement seminars, and all other
by the Electronic Industries Asso- activities for the 6 -day event.
ciation's Consumer Electronics Check with NPEC.
Group, this year's school will also
At the door and mail -in rates are
be open to interested technicians. $160 for the first registrant from a
(However, student numbers will be family or business and $140 for
limited for the hands-on session each additional member. The rate
and it will be open only to those for children is $75.

who commit to take the entire
40 -hour course.)

For a list of companies and other
organizations that will have booths

On Saturday, Sharp Electronics at the trade show, see the accomand Toshiba America will split the panying box.
day with two courses for more adFor more information, write to
vanced technicians. Sharp will con- NPEC '87, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft.

duct an advanced VCR servicing Worth, TX 76109, or call 817school, while Toshiba instructs in 921-9061.
servicing digital VCRs. On Tuesday, Hitachi will conduct a full -day

session on Servicing Video Camcorders.

Other seminars that have been
scheduled (although dates and

times were not firmly set when
this issue was printed) are: (1)
Servicing Tough -Dog VCR Servos
(Sencore); (2) Logically Servicing a

Systems Control Microprocessor
(Sencore); and (3) an all -day session on Servicing the New NEC
Multispeed Computer.

Two additional seminars have
been arranged expressly at the request of instructors. These forums
(which are open to all attendees)
will deal with (1) Job Placement

for Graduating Students and (2)
Trade School Curriculum Changes
Required by Advancing Technolo-

gy. Other technical seminars are

being considered and may be
added to the final agenda. The
week-long convention also fea-

tures golf and tennis outings on
Monday, business management
seminars on Tuesday, an electronics trade show on Wednesday
and all day Thursday, then an opportunity for dealers to meet
manufacturing officials on Friday.
Special social events are planned
2
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Meet these

exhibitors

at NPEC '87
Borg Warner
(Extended warranties)
EIA/CEG

Electronic Servicing
& Technology
GC Electronics
GE/RCA

Hitachi
ISCET

Kinyo (Head cleaners)
NAP
NEC
NESDA

Ogment
Panson
Projector/Recorder Belt
PTS

Radio Electronics
Sencore
Service Plan
Sharp

Shield Electronics
Tech Sery
Ted Ferguson Insurance
3M

Video Aid

REGISTRATION FORM

Complete this form, detach and mail to NPEC '87, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Phone 817.921.9061
Full convention Registration includes all programmed meal functions
and banquet, golf and tennis outings, door prize drawings, trade
show, dealer's/manufacturer's sessions and all meetings and

Name
Firm name

Address
City
Zip

workshops.

State

Send, or pay
at door

Phone

Each add'I. adult
Full registered from same family
(fully paid) adult:
or business:

Indicate the number of people in your group to participate in each of the following

Golf

Mon
Tennis

Mon -Fri
Instructors

Outing

Tourney

Conference

Mon.

Tues.

Mgmt.
School

Wed.
House

Meet.

Thurs
Trade
Show

Fri.

Sat.

Mgrs.

Tech.

Session

School

Sun.
Night
Banquet

Member of (check appropriate boxes):
i

NESDA; ISCET; TESDA; El Non -Member; Distributor

H Dealer; Mfr.; Speaker; Electronics Instructor;

Press; Sales Rep.; Other

Print legibly the names (including nicknames) of all
attendees as the names should appear on the name badges:

Daily Registration Rate

Totals

$160

$140

$

$40

$40

$

Special program for children and young adults may include some separate meal and/or social
functions.
Young Adults:
Ages 1319 (List names and ages below). No. at $90 each _._._...._.....; Amt $
Children's program;
Ages 5-12 (List names and ages below). No. at $75 each
Amt. $
Tot. No.
Tot. No.
Check
Adults:
Children'
No.:
Date:
Arrival
Departure
Day
Date
Time
Day
Date

Tot.

Amt $
Time

Make check payable to NESDA: mail to 2708 W. Berry, Fort Worth, TX 76109

Visa E ; MasterCard No.

1. (you)
2. (spouse)

4.

3.

6.

5.

..

Special Room Rates: Single or double, $70. Children under 18 free if using same accommodations.
Room Reservations: Will be handled solely by the hotel but through NESDA. When we receive your convention registration, we will send you a
card for making room reservations directly with The Peabody at our special convention rates. But do register early to ensure a room.
To guarantee a room at The Peabody, reservations must be made by July 10, 1987.

A New Vacuum
For Field Service

Model AAA with An -ionic* filtration

retains particles as small as .3 micron.
The new high performance Atrix Model AM field service vacuum
features An -ionic filtration. Electro -chemically charged filter media
traps and retains sub -micron particles immediately-does not
depend on coarse particle buildup to eliminate fine particle
bypass. The all-purpose AAA sets new vacuum standards for
performance, dependability and economy.

Efficient-retains minute paper and toner particles, ideal for
laser printers, copiers, computers and peripherals

Static safe-operator and unit fully grounded for
ESD protection

Cool operation-intake to exhaust ratio of 4:1 prevents
overheating-unit has filter status indicator
Economical-uses throwaway cannister for neat, low-cost disposal
*Economical new An -ionic filters are available for existing competitive field service vacuums.
Call the Atrix Easy -Order 800 Number for fast service.

Atrix Model AAA
ATR I X, I N C 14221 Ewing Avenue South, Burnsville, MN 55337
612-894-6154

Fax 612-894-6256

1-800-222-6154

Telex 910 240 0139
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Test your

switch, the milliammeter in this

knowledge

transistor in Figure 5 is shown

test setup can be used to check the

A.) IF stages.
B.) RF stages.
C.) audio power section.
D.) the local oscillator.
8. An emitter -base short of the

electronics

with a broken line. The collector
voltage should be
A.) 12V.

By Sam Wilson, CET

B.) OV.

The questions in this quiz deal 5. Identify the type of diode il- 9. The amplifier in Figure 5 is conmostly with troubleshooting subjects. So, it should be easy for experienced technicians.
1. When a logic 1 is delivered to

lustrated in Figure 3.

nected in a

Figure 3 is connected to lead
A.) x.
B.) y.

tion.

should be at

7. A milliammeter is connected

A.) logic O.
B.) logic 1.

across the on -off switch of a small

oscillator is dead in a certain table

two IF sections. The audio power

model AM radio. You tune the

section has push-pull amplifiers. In

point A in Figure 1 the output

6. The cathode of the diode in A.) common emitter configuraB.) common base configuration.
C.) common collector configuration.
10. If the resistor marked R in the

AM radio. (See Figure 4.) This circuit of Figure 5 is open, the
2. You suspect that the local radio has an RF section. It also has transistor will be
radio to a strong station 1.1MHz.
Assuming it has an IF frequency

addition to checking the on -off

of 455kHz, it should play if you inject a pure sine wave frequency of

A.) saturated.
B.) cut off.

Answers are on page 63.

YELLOW

MHz into the converter at
the oscillator input.
3. You want to determine the im-

pedance of a speaker so you put
the circuit of Figure 2 together
and adjust R2 for
A.) zero current.

Figure 3.

BROWN

BLUE

B.) maximum positive deflection.
C.) maximum negative deflection.
D.) 20mA.

+

12V

4. After you have correctly adjusted R2 in the circuit of Figure 2,
you remove it from the circuit and
measure its resistance. If the

1,000Hz

speaker has an impedance of 8(]
the resistance of R2 should be approximately

S1.

Figure 2.

INPUT
SIGNAL
OUTPUT

A

OUTPUT
SIGNAL

MILLIAMMETER

I

Figure 1.

L
Figure 4.

4
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ON -OFF

Figure 5.

No film?
No processing?
Instant playback?

This is a

CAMERA??
The untraditional Casio VS -101

electronic camera records and
stores images on standard video
floppies, playing them back
instantly through any standard
television. The camera -TV
connection is simple and direct.

Printouts are possible with the
optional color video printer
(VP -10).

The action is fast and furious?
This still camera incorporates a
high -resolution auto -exposure

system with shutter speeds up to
1/1000s to freeze the fastest

movements into a sharp, clear
image available for instant replay
or later reference.
Up to 50 frames for recording/
playback can be stored on a
single video magnetic floppy disk.
A built-in erase function allows
multiple reuse of each disk.
Introduced at the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show,
Chicago, in June, the VS -101 will
be available to consumers after
Dec. 1, 1987.

Good
as

Gold.
The 70 Series Multimeter: The Shining
Standard By Which Others Are Measured
These multimeters give you solid value for
your money. A 3 -year warranty keeps you from
paying the price over and over for lesser quality
meters.
Choose from either the basic 73 or the

feature -rich 75 and 77. You'll find the features you
need at the price you can afford. Touch Holdrm for
holding readings. Audible tones for continuity
checks. Autoranging for simple operation.
Uncompromised quality at competitive
prices. Get your hands on a 70 Series Multimeter
at leading electronics distributors nationwide. Or

call toll free 1-800-227-3800, ext. 229 for more
information.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTI METERS.
FLUKE 73,75,77
$79,$109.$145
0 7%. 0 5%. and 03% basic do accuracy

3 -year warranty

Analog/digital display

Range hold (75 & 77)

Wits. ohms. 10A. diode test

Multipurpose holster (77)

Aulorange

Touch Hold function (77)

Audible continuity (75 & 77)

2000+ hour battery life

FLUKE
©19e7, Fl,

Circle (3) on Reply Card
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Editorial

So

you're not
interested in
computers

6
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Want a good reason to learn about
servicing personal computers? How's
this? According to the 1987 edition of
the "Consumer Electronics Annual
Review" published by the Consumer
Electronics Group of the Electronics
Industry Association, "...many
manufacturers feel that by the year
2000 consumers will be spending
more for home information
processing and communications
equipment than they will for purely
entertainment products.
"Functions normally associated with
a business office are performed in
nearly every home. Income and
expenses have to be kept track of,
appointments to be made and
messages to be taken and delivered.
There's correspondence to be
handled, and where there are
students in the house, reports to be
researched and written. For many
years businesses have turned to
electronics for products that simplify
and improve information handling.
Now similar, though much more
affordable, and often less complex
products that bring office -like
efficiencies to the home are being
made and marketed by consumer
electronics manufacturers.
"Almost 3.8 million personal
computers were sold for home use
last year and, with software and
accessories, represented a $3.8 billion
business. Today a personal computer
housed in a typewriter -like console,
and with brain power equal to that of
the room -sized multimillion dollar
computers of the 1960s, can be
purchased for less than $300, though
prices run up to $2,000 depending on

the functional capabilities, memory
power and accessories included.
"The term 'computer literate' has
become more than a catch phrase to
describe those in the know. It's now a
requirement for graduation from
many high schools and colleges, and
some colleges include the cost of a
computer for each student in their
tuition. `Keyboarding,' or how to
interact with a computer, is being
taught at the elementary grade level.
"In the home, computers are used
for financial and family function
planning, record keeping, educational
enrichment, training and word
processing. Connected to the
telephone lines through a built-in or
add-on device known as a modem,
computers provide access to outside
data banks containing a vast variety
of research information, along with
business, professional and
transportation directories, games and
message centers that serve as
electronic bulletin boards for
computer owners with similar
interests. Modems also let computers
be used for home shopping, banking
and travel reservation services that
are now becoming available."
If you have made the decision not
even to consider servicing personal
computers that are used in the home
without at least considering what's
involved in learning about them and
getting geared up to service them,
you may be taking a chance on letting
the consumer electronics revolution
pass you right by.
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the New
Corethe current LBO

ac/dc,5

for ac only

Sometimes it's hard tQ
go back for a scope! Y
60 -MHz full -function
field -service Attache Case
Oscilloscope is so light and

small it will be taken
everywhere, every time.
LBO -325 packs all the power and
performance of a cumbersome,
backbreaking, 60 -MHz workbench

oscilloscope into an easy -to -carry, ultra -

compact, featherweight unit. Although its
31/2 -inch CRT is as big and clear as
screens on large field -service scopesLBO-325 weighs only 9 lbs. So it won't
weigh field -technicians down, no matter
how far afield they go! LBO -325 is so
small it fits inside a 3 -inch deep attache
case with room to spare for a multimeter,
service manuals and some tools.The ideal
full -function scope for a cramped
work area or crowded bench.

Reduces the cost of
service calls.

Time is money. A scope
left in the vehicle takes
time to retrieve. One kept
in the shop causes repeat
service calls. The LBO -325
For Information Circle (4) on Reply Card

Attache Case Oscilloscope is so
easy to carry and use, techs will
take it everywhere, every time.
And the time saved translates into
extra profits for years to come.

Outperforms all other
portables:
60 MHz Dual channel ALT TIME
BASE simultaneously displays main
waveform and any expanded portion
ALT TRIG for stable display of.
2 asynchronous signals Bright,
sharp 12 -kV trace Large 31/2 -inch

PDA CRT Illuminated graticule
Comprehensive triggering TV -V and
TV -H sync separators Variable trigger
hold -off Delay line shows sharp leading
edges CH -1 output drives
low -sensitivity instruments
Measures only 3 x 9 x 113/é

inches Weighs 9 lbs.

Two-year warranty.
Built tough to provide long
use, LBO -325 is backed by
Leader's 30 -year reputation
for reliability and by
factory service depots
on both coasts.

LBO -325 CRT is shown actual size.
Call toll -free

(800) 645-5104
In NY

(516)

231.6State

900

Request an evaluation sample, our
latest Test Instrument Catalog with over
100 outstanding products, the name and
address of your nearest "Select" Leader
Distributor, or additional information.

Forprofessionals
who
know LEADER
the Instruments Corporation
difference.
380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices: Chicago, Dallas
Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd.
(514) 337-9500
For Demonstration Circle (5) on Reply Card

1987 Source Code

and Data Code booklet
If you've ever puzzled over the
manufacturer or vendor source of
any electronics product, this booklet is for you. The Engineering Department of the Electronic Industries Association publishes its

"Source Code and Data Code"

booklet annually.
Alphabetic and numeric symbols
are assigned and registered by the

EIA's Engineering Department.
This service, which is free to EIA
members, is available to all manufacturers of electronic equipment

and components for an annual

registration fee of $30.
The EIA code provides for add-

ing numerals to the source code
symbol to identify the year and
week of production. Altogether,
coded electronic products may be
identified as to production sources,
or as to the vendor assuming product responsibility, as well as to the

time period in which they were
manufactured. The Source Code
and Data Code booklet contains an

The how-to magazine of electronics

alphabetical and numerical listing
tronic products.
Copies of this booklet are
available for $1 each from the EIA
Engineering Department, EIA,

2001 Eye St. NW, Washington,
DC 20006.

Editorial, advertising and circulation correspondence should be addressed to: P.O. Box
12901, Overland Park, KS 66212.9981 (a suburb
of Kansas City, MO); (913)888-4664.

Joy Culver, Editorial Assistant
Darryll Fortune, Editorial Assistant
Alisa Carter, Editorial Assistant
Ramona M. Vassar. Editorial Assistant

79101.

Electronics Group of the ElecThe announcement bears this tronic Industries Association
statement: "Creditors: File your (EIA) in the listed cities and on the

dated April 29, 1987.
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equipment. This includes service technicians, field service
personnel and avid servicing enthusiasts, who repair and
maintain audio, video, computer and other consumer electronics equipment.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: one year $18, two years $30,
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Meeting Date: May 21, 1987, at

Diehl files bankruptcy
Item No. 2-Filing deadline for
The United States Bankruptcy Section 523(c)/Section 727 ComCourt, Northern District of Texas, plaints: July 21, 1987.
has announced the filing of a petiItem No. 3 - Section 524(d) Distion for Relief under Chapter 7 of charge Hearing: August 17, 1987
Title 11, U.S. Code, on February at 1:30 p.m. in Room 314, U.S.
13, 1987, by Vince E. Diehl Courthouse, 205 E. 5th, Amarillo,
(525-80-3413) and Judy A. Diehl TX 79101.
(194-36-3580) doing business as
Diehl Enterprises; Diehl Industries; Diehl Engineering; Diehl
There's still time
Publications, 6004 Estacado Lane,
for free summer workshops
Randall County, Amarillo, Texas
VCR and digital/microprocessor
79109.
1-, 2- and 5 -day workshops have
The Case Number is 287-20088-7, been organized by the Consumer

Regional advertising sales offices are listed in

Nils Conrad Persson, Editor
Carl Babcoke, Consumer Servicing Consultant
Dan Torchia, Group Managing Editor
Marjorie Riggin, Associate Editor

Three items are brought out in
the announcement.
Item No. 1- Section 341(a)

house, 205 E. 5th, Amarillo, TX

ADVERTISING
EDITORIAL

1987."

3:45 p.m. in Room 112, U.S. Court-

BUSINESS

ELECTRONIC

claims NOW. Claims not filed by

of those code numbers that are claims bar date generally are not
stamped or marked on all elec- allowed. BAR DATE is August 19,

July 1987

-/NTERTEC
PUBLISHING CORPORATION

1987 All rights reserved.

Eric

1986. For the first four average rate of 48,000 per day.

indicated dates. For specific sites

April

and local contacts, call the national
headquarters of co -sponsoring
service organizations: NESDA/
ISCET in Ft. Worth, 817-921-9061
or 9101 (for Philadelphia and
Chicago courses call NARDA/
NASD, Chicago, 312-953-8950).

months of 1987, camcorder sales
were 50% ahead of the sales in the
same time period, last year.
Color television also is enjoying

strong sales: The industry is selling color TV sets this year at the

Projection and B&W television_
sales reflect a reduced demand
(10% and 14%, January through
April), but sales of VCRs continue
to run slightly ahead of 1986, as of
the end of April.
1115eir,,

Some subjects in VCR course
Electrostatic sensitivity
Isolation transformer
Dismantling of VCR
Cleaning tape heads, paths, belts
VHS, Beta systems
Theory of recording
High, low frequency problems
Types of power supply
Record, playback paths
Switching (EE/VV modes)
TV signal selection
Demodulation

.

.

.Over 3,000,000 Sold and StillTh:

Best General Purpose Mul timeter !

The Reason

Some excercises
from digital workshop

Is Clear..

Simpson

Power supply
Light emitting diodes; dip switch
and binary counting
Logic levels; logic probes; logic pulsers;
logic gates

260®VOM

Voltage and binary comparators
Monostable and astable applications
for the 555

Has Features

D/A and A/D converters
Phase lock loop
Microprocessor and memories
Ohio

Memphis
Kansas City, MO
Macon, GA
Tacoma, WA
Norfolk, VA
Boston
Philadelphia
Chicago

VCR
VCR
VCR
VCR
mp
VCR
VCR
VCR
VCR

No Digital
Can Match!

July 6-10
July 13-17
July 21-25
July 27-31
August 21-22
August 25-29
Aug. 31 -Sept. 4

Latest

260°
Series 7

To be set
To be set

$124.00

The following workshops are
structured specifically for instructors in vocational education, and
are co -sponsored by State departments of vocational education.
Nebraska
California
Nevada
Alabama
Michigan

West Virginia
North Dakota
Memphis

mp
mp
mp
mp
mp
mp
mp
VCR

July 6-10
July 6-10
July 13-17
July 20-24
July 27-31
July 27-31
August 10-14
August 10-15

Camcorders up 103%
in April '87 vs. April '86
Sales of camcorders, the camera/
VCR combinations designed for
family moviemaking, zoomed to
more than 107,000 units in April of

this year, compared with 53,000
sold to the nation's dealers during

"Instant" null, peak, trend and continuity indications
High immunity to transients, RF interference
dB measurement capability at no extra cost
Resistance indication from zero to infinity
Self -powered voltage, current and dB ranges-no batteries to fail
Reliable, accurate performance even under extreme environments

Easy, low-cost maintenance-no expensive "chips" to fail
UL Listed per UL -1244 Standard for Safety-Electrical and
Electronic Measuring and Testing Instruments

Complete line of UL recognized accessories
Options include mirrored scale, extra overload protections, roll top
carrying case
See the World Famous 260 Series 7, the 260-6XL, the 270 and the Pocket -Size 160°

at Leading Electronics/Electrical Distributors
SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY

INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY

ACCURATE

853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL 60120
(312) 697-2260 Telex 72-2416 Cable SIMELCO
I

Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario
England: Bach -Simpson (U.K.) Ltd., Wadebridge, Cornwall
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Technology

Miniaturized,
more powerful lasers
introduced
A family of miniaturized laser printers, microlasers also will faproducts developed from revolutionary microlaser technology has

been introduced.
"Vastly smaller, more efficient,
and superior in performance,
microlasers can be mass produced
at significantly reduced costs," according to Tom Wolfram, general

manager of Amoco Laser ComNew microlaser product: Infrared and
green -light microlasers in a wide range
of powers will be available in this same
package which measures 4 -inches long
by 13/4 -inches in diameter.

pany, the company that developed
the technology. "A technological
breakthrough, microlasers will not

cilitate new radar scanners for air-

craft and automobile collision
avoidance systems," Wolfram adds.

These microlasers represent the
first uniform technology that can
address virtually all laser applications requiring green, blue, red or
infrared laser light. Unique
hybrids, microlasers combine laser
diodes, the size of a grain of salt, to
optically pump solid-state laser

materials with nonlinear optical

only replace existing gas tube crystals to provide frequency
discharge lasers, but also will modification.
stimulate new product develop-

ment in consumer markets."
"Capable of improving the quali-

Amoco Laser Company's plans
were to introduce its first micro lasers in mid -May 1987. The initial

ty of high resolution projection products are infrared microlasers
television, film scanners and color

operating at wavelengths of

Low cost, high -volume laser products
will be available in the near future in this
ultra compact module.
The microlaser (pictured bottom right) is
expected to rapidly replace current aircooled ARGON -ION lasers (pictured
center).

10
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Test RS232C
In A Zip.
Test RS232C

data

communications

interfaces-like
computers to
printers, computers
to modems, and computers

to computers-fast and
easy in the palm of your
hand with Beckman Industrial's

- r,

low-cost, easy -to -use line of testers. Each

1,064nm and at 1,320nm in the

Because these devices can be

power range of 25mW to 100mW.
A low noise power supply will be

mass produced, product prices are
expected to drop by orders of mag-

introduced with the new infrared

nitude over the next few years.

and the green -light microlasers.
The second introduction, scheduled for fall, will launch two

Amoco foresees a price reduction

frequency -doubled, green -light,
525nm microlasers. One version

will be at 2mW with a higher

from the current ten thousand
dollar range for comparable products to below one -hundred dollars
in the next five to seven years.
This technology is expected to

power model offered at 5mW CW.

open large new markets in the

Combining the high efficiency,
small size and ruggedness of laser

same way that transistors not only
replaced vacuum tubes in existing
products, but also ushered in vast
new markets for electronic devices.

diodes with the excellent beam
quality and broad range of wavelengths of solid-state lasers, these
new microlasers will have immediate applications in optical in-

strumentation, telecommunications, optical sensing and scanning, color display and optical
memory, according to Wolfram.
Shrinking not only the laser but
also the power supply from the size

of a refrigerator to a hand-held
package, the microlaser requires

only 2W of electrical power while
equivalent gas discharge -tube
lasers consume 2kW of power.

Other operating advantages

microlasers have over gas -discharge tube lasers include:

Efficiency-up to 1,000
times higher

Size-up to 100 times smaller
Optical Noise-up to 1,000
times less

Voltage -100 to 1,000
times lower

Service Life - up to 50
times longer
Power Control and Modulation
Microlasers represent a major
advance in laser efficiency, compact size, ruggedness, power and
versatility.

Like the first computers that

were the size of rooms evolving

is self-contained in a Toughpak case,
including five models in a durable zippered
pouch, and a 10 -year warranty on every
model. Prices start as low as 549.95.

171aLL.k

See your nearest Beckman Industrial

distributor today, or send for free
brochure. We'll send it to you in a zip.

Quick Cable Customizing

Fast RS232C Interfacing and Testing
LED identification of Cable
Configurations

Pocket and Hand-held Compactness
Speeds Up Thvuble Shooting
10 Standard, Low -Cast Models

into hand-held calculators, the

microlaser has been miniaturized
to fit easily into consumer prod-

ucts. Because of their low cost,

i5Mi!

OM

.

ruggedness and efficiency, micro -

1-_

ill't

II-

lasers will go places lasers have
never gone before, such as into the
living room in color projection television. And they will dramatically
improve applications in optical instrumentation, telecommunica-

.

tions, optical sensing and scan-

JjUjt

pump solid-state laser materials
with nonlinear optical crystals to

, PATCH,' 704

provide the laser with a broad
range of colors: infrared, red,

green, blue and ultraviolet lasers
to serve virtually all markets.
Based on a proprietary design
that lends itself to low-cost manufacturing methods, microlasers
are designed for high -volume OEM

customers, but all customers will
benefit from Amoco reduced costs.
N
July 1987

;

: ; rr

ning, color display, laser printers,
optical memory, as well as target
designation and range finding.
Microlasers are unique hybrids
combining laser diodes to optically

Easy BOB-" 750

rvice

tn.unents,
\keieThe One.

Bee!:m n Industlial `
ixckman Industrial Corp ,ahon Imtrumentauon Products Slculm
A subsidiary of Emerson Firs Inc Company
sSAi Ruffin Rd . San Diego. California 92123-1898
09) 565-4415 FAX (619) 268-01'2 I. TLX 249031
,_

19%' Beckman Industrial Corporation
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Test equipment
for personal computers
MORE

LOOPING

5f01Pf0
IROGYING

FECufiMG

9010A MICRO -SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTER

romE.e.us.0 6.6.1.U.11

By Conrad Persson

tronics equipment, the operation touch, and in many cases, can
of a personal computer is deter- speed the diagnosis of even those

Besides a thorough knowledge of
the theory of operation of the unit

being serviced, in this case computers, the most important tools to

bring to servicing are the right
pieces of test equipment. For
starters, of course, there are the
standard pieces of test equipment
that are on the bench of any competent technician: a good DMM
and a good wideband oscilloscope.

Specialized test equipment

Unlike most consumer elec12

Electronic Servicing & Technology

mined by the software used to problems that could have been
operate it as well as the physical solved otherwise.
circuitry it's composed of. For that
reason, observation of symptoms

and drawing of conclusions as to
the nature of the problem based on

The kinds
of digital test equipment
Test equipment for personal

those observations, while a valid computers runs the gamut of
approach to the problem, may be sophistication from the simplest
misleading. Furthermore, while nodal testers up through the exthey can solve some problems, the tremely sophisticated units that
DMM and oscilloscope have limita- can be plugged right into the
tions when applied to computers. microprocessor socket to exercise
Specific digital test equipment can the complete microcomputer sysisolate problems that analog test tem and automatically track down
equipment wouldn't even be able to the circuitry where the fault lies.

July 1987

New GPS Series: Tek sets
the pace with SmartCursorsM
and push-button ease.
Work faster, smarter, with two new
general purpose scopes from
Tektronix. The four -channel, 100 MHz
2246 and 2245 set the new, fast pace for
measurements at the bench or in the
field. They're easy to use and afford, by
design.

On top: the 2246 with exclusive
integrated push-button measurements. Measurements are accessed
through easy, pop-up menus and implemented at the touch of a button. Measure peak volts, peak -to -peak, ± peak,
dc volts and gated volts with new handsoff convenience and on -screen readout
of values.

SmartCursors'" track voltmeter measurements in the 2246 and visually indicate where ground and trigger levels are
located. Or use cursors in the manual
mode for immediate, effortless measurement of waveform parameters.

Both scopes build on performance
you haven't seen at the bandwidth or
prices. Lab grade features include
sweep speeds to 2 ns/div. Vertical sensitivity of 2 mV/div at full bandwidth for
low-level signal capture. Plus trigger

2245
100 MHz

2246
100 MHz

Features
Bandwidth
No. of Channels
Scale Factor Readout
SmartCursors'"

4

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Volts Cursors

Yes

No

Time Cursors
Voltmeter
Vertical Sensitivity
Max. Sweep Speed
Vert/Hor Accuracy
Trigger Modes
Trigger Level Readout
Weight
Warranty

Yes

No

Yes

No

2 mV/div
2 mV/div
2 ns/div
2 ns/div
2%
2%
Auto Level, Auto, Norm, TV Field, TV Line, Single Sweep
No
Yes
6.1 kg
6.1 kg
3 -year on parts and labor including CRT
$1875
$2400

Price

sensitivity to 0.25 div at 50 MHz, to 0.5
div at 150 MHz.
Accuracy is excellent: 2% at vertical,
2% at horizontal. And four -channel
capability includes two channels
optimized for logic signals.

Best of all, high performance
comes with unmatched
convenience. You can
see it and feel it

-in the

responsive controls and simple front panel design, in extensive on -screen
scale factor readouts, and in
simplified trigger operation that includes
Tek's Auto Level mode for automatic triggering on any signal. Start to finish, the
GPS Series saves steps and simplifies
tasks.

Get out in front! Call toll -free today
to order, to get more details or a videotape demonstration.

1-800-433-2323

In Oregon, call collect 1-627-9000

Featuring four channels, flexible triggering,
extensive CRT readouts
and push-button ease
of use, the new Tek
2246 (left) and 2245
(above) bring high -quality, low-cost analysis to
diverse applications in
digital design, field service and manufacturing.

Téktronbco
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Copyright' 1986, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA-469
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The logic probe
As we discussed just last month
in the June 1987 issue of ES&T in

logic state of a point being tested,

an article entitled "IC Tester," if

have indicators to show if the test
point is HIGH or LOW or exhibiting pulses. Some will even have a

The logic pulser

will show the presence of a one-

When you place its tip against an

you have the knowledge and skills

to trace a problem in a personal
computer system to a specific area

of the circuitry, you may isolate
the problem using a logic probe.

The logic probe indicates the

cient even to light the indicator, or

whether it is at a logic HIGH or lights it too briefly to be recorded
LOW. A sophisticated probe will by the human eye.

The logic pulser is the active
memory or pulse stretcher that counterpart to the logic probe.

shot pulse that is of such short IC pin and push the button, it will
duration that either it's insuffi- inject a pulse, or a train of pulses,
into the IC to seek an aberrant
response.

-111111
PULSER

The logic current tracer
Another piece of low-level test
equipment that can help in locat-

TRACER

ing problems in personal computer

and other digital circuitry is the
current tracer.
Even in an extremely thin printed circuit conductor, a change in
current induces a magnetic field.
A number of test -equipment manu-

facturers have designed probes
that will sense a minute magnetic
field and hence current changes in
printed circuit wiring.

COPPER OR
--SOLDER BRIDGE

This device is called a current

tracer and is useful in trouble-

TRACER LAMP

shooting personal computer circuits; for example, to locate solder
or copper bridges, or stuck nodes.
To locate a short (see Figure 1),

you can use the current tracer in
conjunction with the logic pulser.
Simply place the pulser on the cir-

cuit wiring near the pin that's the
source of the signal that's disapFigure 1. You can use the current tracer in conjunction with the logic pulser to locate
short circuits caused by solder or copper bridges.

_t>
DATA FROM
SYSTEM UNDER
TEST

TRIGGER
CIRCUIT

pearing. Then place the current
tracer downstream from the pul ser and slowly move the tracer

MEMORY
CONTROL

E

SAMPLING
CIRCUIT

TRACE
MEMORY

NP

DISPLAY
MEMORY

CRT

L

CLOCK

I

Figure 2.

Figure 2. A timing analyzer works by sampling the input waveforms to determine whether they are high or low. It is concerned
with only one voltage threshold.
14
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in parallel
(Figure 4). All eight are connected

of these flip-flops

A state, for a logic circuit, is a
along the circuit foil. When the
current tracer's light goes out, sample of a bus or line when it is
you've just passed the point where valid (the state of the signal is
the short is located.

to the same signal as a clock.

When a positive transition occurs

sampled).

For example, take the simple

on the clock line, all eight will cap-

ture data at their "D" inputs.

"D" flip-flop, like the one in Figure
Logic test clips
A logic test clip is a testing de- 3. Data at the "D" input will not
vice that clips directly over an inte- be valid until a positive -going
grated circuit package. As you re- clock edge comes along. Thus, a
lease the spring tension on the clip state for the flip-flop exists when

Again, a state occurs each time
they get a positive transition on

the clock line. These eight lines are
analogous to a microprocessor bus.
If you connected a state analyzer
to these eight lines and told it that

after placing it over the IC, one the clock edge occurs.
test probe comes into contact with
each pin on the IC. Each test probe
is connected to an LED that indicates whether that point in the circuit is at a logic HIGH or LOW.

Now imagine that you have eight

Logic analyzers
Most logic analyzers are really

Include work address and
phone number for Free Catalog.

two analyzers in one. The first part
is a timing analyzer, while the second part is a state analyzer.
A timing analyzer is the part of a
logic analyzer that is analogous to
an oscilloscope: They can be

thought of as close cousins. The
timing analyzer displays information in the same general form as a

CALL TOLL FREE

DIGITAL
MULTIMETERS

BECKMAN

Berkman lndufftrlal

800-824-2873

WAYNE KERR
PRICE

MODEL

PRICE

4210

$2200

5702

$ 535

4225

$1500

5705

$ 899

5706

$ 749

5710

$1245

5711

$1695

5712

$2999

L All 300, HD, and
Circuitmate series

Li All accessories in stock

SCOPES

MODEL
HD100
HD110
HD130
HD140

PRICE

300

$179

All 20 models in stock
2-3 year warranties

A timing analyzer works by

310

$145

20-100 MHz

sampling the input waveforms to
determine whether they are high

320

$179

MODEL

PRICE

330

$219

VC6041

$3900

350

$229

voltage threshold. If the signal is
above threshold when it is sampled, it will be displayed as a 1 or
high by the analyzer. By the same
criterion, any signal sampled that

360

$289

V209
V222

$798
$575

1050

1100A

$1299
$2490

422

$740

425

$845

680

$1275

scope, with the horizontal axis re-

presenting time and the vertical
axis as voltage amplitude.

Sampling the input signals

or low. It cares about only one

is below threshold is displayed as a

zero or low. From these sample
points, a list of ones and zeros is
generated that represents a 1 -bit

$239

0.3% accuracy Heavy duty
MODEL PRICE MODEL PRICE
75

$109

HITACHI V-509

23

$145

77

$145

Portable Dual Trace Scope

25

8010A $289
8020B $199
8024B $249

far as the analyzer is concerned,

37

$215

52

$189

The state analyzer
A state analyzer is used most of-

ten to trace the execution of instructions through a processor sys-

tem. Each memory cycle's data,
address and status codes are captured and displayed as they occur

73

$ 79

8012A $359

SALE $1199

8050A $399

FLUKE 77 Mgital
ultmeter

SALE $119
LIST $145

POWER SOURCES

POWER DESIGNS
L Low and high voltage
power sources

1-5 year warranties
PRICE
MODEL
$750
TP340
TP343A
$795
$590
TW347

TW5005W
TW6050A
2K20
2020B
4050

$ 99

27

of the input waveform, as shown in
Figure 2.

0 Hitachi
Denshi America, Ltd.

21

picture of the input waveform. As

low - no intermediate steps. This
list is stored in memory and also
used to reconstruct a 1 -bit picture

IFLUKEI

Autorange
L , Analog display
Touchhold function

$229
$259

the waveform is either high or

$259
$279

4410

FLUKE

HITACHI

$169

$199

IWATSU (corm.)

MODEL

6150

$505
$748
$695

$750
$560
$615

SOLA POWER

LIST $1445

MODEL
SPS800

PRICE

IWATSU

63-13-114

$ 237

63-13-150

$ 456

63-13-175

$ 580

$ 873

All 14 models in stock
2-3 year warranties

63-13-210

$ 672

750VAUPS

$1976

20-250 MHz

750VAUPSI

$2580

USED TEST EQUIPMENT, TOO!-OVER 3,000 MODELS
AVAILABLE AT HUGE DISCOUNTS WITH WARRANTIES!
Quantity Discounts Available Dealers Welcome Freight and Tax Extra II Immediate Availability of Equipment

Ik United States

Instrument Rentals, Inc.

A U S Leasing Company
2988 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403

on a microprocessor's buses.
Circle (7) on Reply Card
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Figure 3. A state for a logic device such
as this "D" flip-flop is a sample of a bus
or line when it is valid.

A compu er-system tester, such as this series 9000 unit by Fluke, plugs directly into

the microprocessor socket. Software written by the tester's manufacturer, or in
some cases the user, exercises all elements of the computer system and offers a
diagnosis of the problem.

a positive transition on the clock
line is the instant when you want
to collect data, the analyzer would
obey. Activity on the inputs will
not be captured by the state
analyzer unless the clock is going
from a low to a high state.
Computer -system testers
The heavy artillery of the per-

sonal computer testers are the

testers that can be plugged right
into the microprocessor socket and

used to operate the system in a

controlled manner that systematically leads to location of the fault.

In other words, the piece of test
equipment replaces the microproc-

essor chip itself, and under software written by the testing unit's
manufacturer, or in some cases, by

the user, sends commands to the

rest of the system being tested
that are designed to test every
point in the system. Then it re-

This test device, the AID/8B by Vu -Data, is designed specifically to test one type of
personal computer, IBM PCs and compatibles that are based on the 8088 processor.
The software (or more correctly firmware) for this unit comes in the form of ROM that
is preprogrammed and plugged into the tester.

cords the responses and from the
data collected makes a determination of the nature of the fault.
It's kind of like having a superfast technician pulsing and probing every point in the system, recording the results then interpret -

Figure 4. If you connect a state analyzer to these eight lines and tell it to collect data when there is a positive transition on the
clock line, the analyzer will follow your directions.
16
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ing the data to make a determination as to the cause of the problem.
There are several different types
of computer -system testers. Some
of these units are designed to test
only one brand of computer, or only computers based on one kind of
microprocessor. Other computer system testers can test just about
any kind of microcomputer system
using so called personality

(ROM), also called firmware, so it
is neither necessary nor possible to
program the unit, or to load software into it prior to testing.

choosing the level of test equipment needed becomes a difficult
exercise. As demonstrated here,
the range of choice of test equipment for personal computers is

The choice is broad
No one ever said that consumer

broad: everything from DMMs and
oscilloscopes, through simple logic

electronic servicing would be easy.

As the range of consumer electronic products and their complex-

ity becomes ever greater, merely

testers, right up to sophisticated
programmed or programmable
test units that all but automatically

test the unit.

modules that adapt them to the
particular system being tested.

One of these test units is the

Fluke 9000 series of Micro -system
Troubleshooters. According to the

brochure for the 9010A, a programmable test device, "There's
no need to learn a processor's pro-

gramming language to operate a
Fluke Micro -System Troubleshoot-

er. Four built-in, preprogrammed
test routines are provided to automatically check the entire µP kerner-Bus, RAM, ROM, and I/O. One
keystroke initiates all four. Each is

a comprehensive routine with descriptive diagnostics to help guide
you to the fault."
The brochure goes on to provide
a partial list of processors supported: 1802, Z80, 6502, 6800, 6802,
6809, 8048, 8080, 68000 and more.
Another unit, not program-

mable, but designed to operate
with software developed on the
9010A, is the 9005A.

Another PC tester
Because the IBM PC is such a
popular computer, a lot of attention has been given to producing
everything for use with it from
software to accessories. Such is
the case with test equipment.
Another manufacturer of test
equipment, called the AID/88 for
this personal computer, is Vu -Data
Corporation. According to this

company's brochure, "The basic

AID/88 PC Tester is intended to be
used to troubleshoot to the component level the system board in the

IBM PC 1 PC, XT and portable
personal computers. Functions of
the AID/88 are applicable to any
PC that is IBM PC compatible, using an 8088 microprocessor."
Because the AID/88, unlike the
Fluke test units, is specifically designed to test the IBM PC, its test
programs actually are installed in

the unit in a hardware memory

Because Your Customers Deserve the Best

HITACHI
Hitachi Original Replacement Parts
Quality, reliability, service...they're the
touchstones of the Hitachi tradition, as
recognizable as our trademark. And now
those same standards that have earned
us our reputation as a technological
leader in consumer products, back up
our new line of Hitachi Original

diodes-to battery packs, video, audio
accessories and technical publications.
What's more, our nationwide network of
distribution centers means that you can
get the parts and accessories you need,
when you need them. And, of course,

Hitachi Original Replacement Parts
are included in our total service support
program.. because your customers
deserve the best.

Replacement Parts.

For more information, call toll -free
1-800-447-2882.

We know that for the service professional,
time wasted is profit lost. Which is why
Hitachi makes it easy for you. With our
complete line of parts, we provide you
with a single source for all your repair

HSC SERVICE COMPANY
division of Hitach, Sales Corporation of America

401 W. Artesia Blvd.
Compton. CA 90220
(213) 5378383
business. From VCR kits, IC chips and
Circle (8) on Reply Card

needs-and a profitable addition to your
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Solid-state
using, abusing

By Joseph J. Carr. CET

It's inevitable every summer. An
afternoon thunderstorm makes its

transient high -voltage slugs of are a major source of failure in
electrical energy onto the power electronic equipment. During a
lines - and pops the rectifiers in period when I worked in a large
dozens of pieces of electronic service organization, we kept
equipment.
records on repairs made by both
Although most don't meet their in-house technicians and contracdemise in so spectacular a manner, tors. Power supply problems
solid-state power supply rectifiers formed the overwhelmingly large
percentage of faults, and the rectifier diode was a big contributor.
Some rectifier problems are
caused by high voltage transients
on the power lines, as in the little

hour-long sweep across town,
pouring out torrents of rain and
causing a dancing display of electrical pyrotechnics to light up the
sky. That magnificent temper tan-

trum of nature throws scores of

scenario given above. In other
cases the problem is that the engi-

neers who designed the circuit
underspecified the rectifier, and

the owner eats the mistake for
years to come. I recall one famous
HF single-sideband transceiver
that was reknowned for reliability
problems. It turned out, however,
that almost all repairs involved not

DEPLETION
ZONE

the transceiver but its ac power
O

v

G

supply. When used in mobile applications, the set worked well (and
long) for the customer. But when it

was taken inside and made a base
station - BLAM! - the darn thing
would go down every few months.
The entire problem was the solid-

state rectifiers: they were under specified. Beefing up the rectifier
to the correct type removed the
problem, eliminated costly (and
embarrassing) call-backs and made

the owner think we were the only

people for about 50 miles who
knew any smoke about radio transmitters.

What is a rectifier?
The word rectify means "to make

right" or "to remove impurities."
You probably can guess that the
main requirement for a rectifier is
that it convert bidirectional ac into
Figure 1. Because a semiconductor diode allows current flow when biased in the forward direction but impedes current when biased in the reverse direction, it is useful
in rectifying ac to dc.
18
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a unidirectional form of current.
Although industry once used
mechanical switches and vacuum
tubes to accomplish that job, all

rectifiers:
and selecting
modern circuits rely on solid-state
PN junction rectifiers.
The modern solid-state rectifier

always a tiny leakage current (the
smaller the better).

The forward biased
really isn't so modern after all. shown in Figure 1B. Here the
Various versions of the rectifier polarity of voltage source V is re

case is

versed from Figure 1A. The posiindeed the electrical-age. But all tive terminal is applied to the
common rectifier diodes in use to- P -type material, and the negative
day are silicon PN junction diodes terminal is applied to the N -type
(see Figure 1), and those date back material. Because like -charges
25 years. During my apprentice repel, the charge carriers in both
days in the late fifties, we used P- and N -type material are driven
500mA "tophat" rectifiers to re- away from the power supply terplace the older selenium types. In minals toward the junction. The
fact, many technicians simply depletion zone disappears and curbridged the silicon rectifier across rent flows in the circuit.

CATHODE

ANODE
A.

date back to the dawn of the radio -

the terminals of the dead selenium

B.

)

From the above description, you

unit-until they found that prac- can tell that a rectifier diode is able
tice caused more problems than it to convert ac

allows current to flow in only one
direction.
Figure 2 shows the standard cir(Figure 1) consists of a piece of
silicon semiconductor material cuit symbol for the solid-state recthat is doped with impurities to tifier diode (Figure 2A), along with
form N -type material at one end, some common shapes of actual
P -type material at the other end. diodes. The input side where ac is
The charge carriers (which form applied is the anode, while the do
electrical current) in the N -type output is the cathode. The diodes
material are negatively charged shown in Figures 2B through 2G
electrons, while the charge car- are positioned so that the respecriers in the P -type material are tive anodes and cathodes are
aligned with those of the circuit
positively charged "holes."
The reverse bias situation is symbol in Figure 2A. Rectifiers 2B
solved.

The PN junction diode rectifier

shown in Figure 1A. In this case through 2E are epoxy or plastic
the negative terminal of the package devices, and are the type
voltage source (V) is connected to seen by most readers. The cathode

F.

the P -type material, while the end will be marked with a rounded

positive terminal is connected to end (2B), a line (2C), a diode arrow
the N -type material. Positive (2D) or a plus sign (2E).
The diode shown in Figure 2F is
charge carriers are thus attracted
away from the PN junction toward the old-fashioned (now obsolete)
the negative voltage terminal, as tophat type. Unless otherwise spenegative charge carriers are cified, the tophat type can safely
drawn away toward the positive pass a current of 500mA, while
terminal. That leaves a depletion those in Figures 2B through 2E
zone in the region of the junction generally pass lA (or more, for
that contains no carriers. Under larger packages).
The stud -mounted type shown in
this condition, there is little or no
current flow across the junction. Figure 2G is a high -current model.
Theoretically, the junction current These diodes will be rated at curis zero, but in real diodes there is rents from 6A or more (50A and

G.

Figure 2.

Figure 2. Semiconductor diodes come in
a number of different shapes and sizes.
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100A models are easily obtained).
These diodes are mounted, using a
threaded screw at one end, which
also forms one electrical connection. The other electrical connec-

One reliability guide asks us to takes up the period Ti to T3, only
keep the junction temperature to a
maximum of + 110°C.

half of the input wave is used. The
output waveform shown in Figure
Several years ago an itinerant 3C is called a 1/2 -wave rectified
"wholesale" parts company made pulsating do wave. The "pulsating"
the rounds of the shops on the East part comes from the fact that it is
Coast offering what seemed to be not pure dc.

tion is the solder terminal at the
other end. Unless otherwise speci-

fied, the solder terminal is the

tremendous deals on electronic

anode, and the stud -mount is the

cathode terminal. Exceptions to
the polarity rule are sometimes
seen. The reverse polarity diodes
either will have an arrow symbol
pointing in the opposite direction
(the arrow always points to the
cathode), or an R suffix on the type
number (for example, 1NxxxxR).

Rectifier specifications
The use and abuse of solid-state
rectifers revolve around several
key specifications: forward current, leakage current, surge cur-

rent, junction temperature and
peak inverse voltage (PIV) (also

called peak reverse voltage or
PRV).

The forward current is the max-

imum constant current that the
diode can pass without damage.

For the popular 1N400x series of
rectifiers, the forward current is
1A. The leakage current is the
maximum current that will flow
through a reverse biased junction.
In an ideal diode, the leakage current is zero while in quality prac-

tical diodes it is very low. The max-

imum surge current is a rating
that can get you into trouble. The

surge current typically is much
larger than the forward current,
so it sometimes is erroneously
taken to be the operating current
of the diode. It is defined as the
maximum short -duration current

that will not damage the diode.
"Short duration" typically means
1/60 -second. Don't use the surge

current as if it were the forward
current (a common but disastrous
mistake).

The junction temperature is
merely the maximum allowable
temperature of the PN junction.
The actual junction temperature
depends upon the forward current
and how well the package (and environment) rids the diode of internal heat. Although typical junction
temperatures range from + 125°C
to + 150°C, good design requires
as low a temperature as possible.
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The 1/2 -wave rectifier is inexpen-

parts. The 1,000V PIV @1A rec- sive, but wastes energy due to its
tifiers they offered were, well, a use of only one-half of the input ac
little short of the mark. It turned waveform. We increase efficiency
out that they would not work for by making use of the entire wavelong in color TV sets unless the en- form in a fullwave rectifier circuit.
tire lead length were left uncut on Figure 4A shows the standard full the diode. That made for very slop- wave rectifier based on a special
py -looking repairs! The problem transformer that has a center was that the diodes were overspe- tapped secondary winding. Be-

cified. The unscrupulous dealer cause the center tap (CT) is used as

needed some lA diodes, so he the OV reference (and in most cir-

made them from 500mA types by
a little creative spec writing. After

cuits is grounded), the polarities at
the ends of the secondary are al-

all, why go buy some lA diodes ways opposite each other. One
when you can make them with a one-half cycle, point A, is positive

magic marker. Be careful of with respect to the CT, while point
"deals."

B is negative. On the next half cyThe peak inverse voltage (PIV) cle, point A is negative and point B
is the maximum allowable reverse is positive with respect to the CT.
bias voltage that will not damage This situation makes Dl forward
the diode. This rating usually is the biased on one half cycle, while D2
limiting rating in certain power is reverse biased. Alternatively, on
supply designs, and the least often the next half cycle, Dl is reverse
heeded. Later in this article we biased and D2 is forward biased.
will learn how to select the PIV
Let's follow the circuit of Figure
rating for practical power supplies. 4A through one complete ac cycle

Rectifier circuits

(times Ti through T3 in Figure 4B).

On the first half cycle (T1 to T2),
Figure 3 shows a solid-state rec- point A is positive, so Dl is fortifier diode (Dl) in a simple half- ward biased and conducts current;

wave rectifier circuit. In Figure D2 is reverse biased. Current I1
3A, the diode is forward biased: flows from the CT, through load R,
The positive terminal of the volt- diode Dl and back to the transage source is connected to the former at point A. On the alternate
anode of the rectifier. In this case, half cycle, current I2 flows from
current (I) flows through the load
resistance (R). In Figure 3B, we

the CT, through load R, diode D2

so the diode is reverse biased. No
current flows.
The circuit of Figure 3 is called a
1/2 -wave rectifier for reasons that
become apparent when examining
Figure 3C. In this figure, the output current through the load (R) is
graphed as a function of time when

cycles, and they flow in load R in
the same direction. Thus, we have
unidirectional current through
load R flowing on both halves of
the ac sine wave. The waveform
resulting from this action is shown

and back to the transformer at
see the opposite situation. Here point B. Now notice what hapthe negative terminal of the volt- pened: Il and I2 are equal curage source is applied to the anode, rents, generated on alternate half

an ac sinewave is applied. From
time Tl to T3 the diode is forward
biased, so current flows in the load
(also from T3 to T4). But during

in Figure 4B, and is called fullwave
rectified pulsating dc.

We can eliminate the center-

tapped secondary requirement by
using the fullwave bridge rectifier
circuit of Figure 5A. This circuit

the period T2 to T3 the diode is requires twice as many rectifier

reverse biased, so no current diodes, but allows us to use a
flows. Because the entire sinewave simpler transformer. The opera -
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Figure 4.

Figure 4. Using a center -tapped trans-

former and two diodes, you can construct a fullwave rectifier as shown here.
The output is a pulsating dc, see B.
Figure 4A.

Figure 5. Another way to construct a full
wave rectifier is to connect four diodes
in a bridge configuration (A). Because a
bridge rectifier is such a commonly used
circuit, it is available in prepackaged
units (B). Another rectifier configuration
is the half -bridge rectifier (C).
-

AC

+-

-

AC

Figure 4B.

+ ---

AC

AC

Figure 5B.

o

o

Figure 5C.
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tion, however, is similar. On one tical power supply diodes are the
half cycle, point A is positive and forward current and peak inverse

point B is negative. Current I2
flows from the transformer at

voltage. Get these right, and in

point B, through D4, load R, diode

almost all cases the rectifier will
work long and hard for you.

Dl and back to the transformer at
point A. On the alternate half cy-

the diode must be at least equal to

making the rating of the diode
larger than the load current will

The forward current rating of greatly improve reliability. A good

cle, point A is negative and point B

the maximum current load the

is positive. In this case, current I2
flows from point A, through diode
D3, load R (in the same direction

power supply must deliver. That's

as I1), diode D2 and back to the
transformer at point B.

ances in the diodes and variations
of the real load (as opposed to the
calculated load). It also is true that

common sense. But in the real
world there also is a necessity for a
safety margin to account for toler-

rule of thumb is to select a diode
with a forward current rating of
1.5 to 2 times the calculated (or
design goal) load current, or more
if you can get it. Although select-

ing a diode with a very much

In some cases, you might want to

build a bridge rectifier using four
discrete diodes (Dl to D4). In most

modern equipment, however, a
bridge stack is used. These parts
comprise a bridge rectifier built into a single package with four leads

coming out. Figure 5B shows the
two alternate circuit symbols for
bridge rectifier stacks.
Figure 5C shows a half -bridge
rectifier. This circuit is used more
today because of the dual polarity

power supplies used in a lot of
equipment. Operational amplifiers
and some CMOS devices typically
require ± 12V do power supplies.
We can take a fullwave bridge rec-

tifier stack and couple it to a
center -tapped transformer to
make a pair of 1/2 -wave rectified do
power supplies. The CT is the com-

mon (or ground), while the bridge
positive terminal supplies the
positive voltage and the negative
terminal supplies the negative
voltage.

The pulsating do waveform is

almost as useless for electronic circuits as the ac input. However, we

can filter the pulsating de output
to form nearly pure de. Although
the subject of filtering is beyond
the scope of this article, we must
consider at least the simplest form

of power supply filter in order to
correctly select a rectifier for any
given application. Figure 6A
shows a simple power supply with

a brute -force filter capacitor (C)

shunting the load to filter the
pulsating de into nearly pure de.
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Selecting rectifier diodes
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Figure 6. A capacitor is used to smooth
the rectifier's dc output (A). When the

D1

T1

capacitor voltage and the transformer
voltage are additive, their sum appears

across the diode (B). Thus, choose a rec-

tifier diode with PIV rating of at least
2.83 times the applied rms voltage.

larger forward current (for example, 100A for a lA circuit) is both

V=100fm5=141Vp

Figure 6A.

11,
D1

V + Vc = - Vdiode

wasteful and likely to make the
diode not work like a diode, it is
generally the rule to make the
rating as high as feasible. The
1.5 -to -2 -times rule, however,
result in a reasonable
margin of safety.
The peak inverse voltage (PIV)
rating can be a little more complishould

(Vd+(vd

-Vdlode
2V = -Vdoode
(2)(1.414V s)= -Vdode
2.83Jms = - Vdiode

cated. In unfiltered, purely resistive circuits, the PIV rating need
only be greater than the maximum

peak applied ac voltage (1.414 x

rms). If a 20% safety margin is
desired, then make it 1.7 x rms
voltage.
Most rectifiers are used in
Figure 6B.

YELLOW

BLACK

BROWN

/

C1
.001
RED

01
R1

GRAY WHITE ORANGE

filtered circuits (Figure 6A), and
that makes the problem different.
Figure 6B shows the simple capacitor filtered circuit redrawn to illustrate better the circuit action.
Keep in mind that capacitor C is
charged to the peak voltage with
the polarity shown. The voltage
across the transformer secondary
(V) is in series with the capacitor
voltage. When voltage V is positive, the transformer voltage and
capacitor voltage cancel out, making the diode reverse voltage nearly zero. But when the transformer

voltage (V) is negative, the two

c2 .001 ---

PRO ELECTRON

negative voltages (V and Vc) add
up to twice the peak voltage, or ap-

D

R2

proximately 2.83 x rms voltage.
Therefore, the absolute minimum
value of PIV rating for the diode is
2.83 times the applied rms. If you

C3

-----

.001 ---

prefer a 20% safety margin (a

D3
R3

good idea), then make the diode
PIV rating 3.4 x rms (or more).
Using rectifier diodes
In most cases, especially low -

Figure 7A.

C4 001

parallel capacitor will bypass high voltage transient spikes around the

diode that otherwise could destroy the
PN junction. In B. several diodes in
series increase the

PIV

rating. The

drop across each diode.
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R4

most electronic equipment, you
can get away with using the diodes

Figure 7. A resistor in series with the
diode limits the forward current (A). A

resistors equalize the forward voltage

voltage power supplies needed by

VD4

Figure 7B.

as shown in the circuits above. In
Figure 7A, however, note the socalled proper way to use the solidstate diode rectifier. The resistor
in series with diode Dl (Rl) is used
to limit the forward current. Many
circuits, especially those with

capacitor -input filter circuits, exhibit a surge current at initial turn -

on. This current sometimes can
pop the diode, so Rl is used to limit
the possible damage. The value of

resistance used for Rl is typically
50 to 200. In most cases, however,
you can eliminate R1 by using a
diode with a rating larger than the
load current (for example, the twotimes rule).
Capacitor Cl in figure 7A is used

Figure 8. Mounting a diode a fraction of an inch above the circuit board allows air to
circulate, keeping the diode cooler to protect the board from diode heat.

to bypass high voltage transient
spikes around the diode. These
spikes possibly could blow the circuit shown the PIV rating is
diode PN junction. In fact, high 4,000V.
The capacitors used in Figure 7B
voltage line spikes make diodes
pop with disgusting routine. Plac- are for exactly the same purpose
ing the capacitor in parallel with as in Figure 7A. The resistors,
the diode will eliminate much of however, are needed for a dif-

ferent purpose. They equalize the
forward voltage drop across each
equal to or greater than the PIV diode. A 4700 1W resistor typically is used for 1,000V PIV diodes.
rating of the diode.
By use of 1,000V PIV diodes The wattage rating is required not
even in low -voltage circuits, you because of the power dissipation of
can eliminate much of the damage the resistors, but for the voltage
caused by transients, therefore, rating (yes, resistors do have
you would not need the capacitors. voltage ratings).
Figure 8 shows the proper
You also can eliminate the capacimethod
for mounting an axial lead
varistor
tors if a metal -oxide
(MOV) spike suppressor is used rectifier on a perfboard or printed
circuit board. This method is used
across the ac supply voltage.
Figure 7B shows the method for anytime except where excessive
using several diodes in series to in- vibration is expected, which increase the PIV rating. Assuming cludes most stationary projects or
that the PIV ratings of the diodes equipment. The space beneath the
are equal, then the overall rating is diode body allows air to circulate
four times the rating of one diode. (keeping the diode cooler) and
In general, we use 1,000V PIV prevents diode heat from damagdiodes in these circuits, so for the ing the board.
that problem. The working voltage
(WVdc) of the capacitor should be

Older equipment that comes in
for repair often uses hard -to -get or
expensive vacuum -tube rectifiers.

We can use solid-state diodes to
replace these tubes in almost all
cases. For smaller rectifiers, we

need only wire the solid-state

diode across the pins of the rectifier tube socket. In other cases
we need to use an external perfboard or other tactic to mount the
diodes. Such cases include those
with multiple diode rectifiers such
as Figure 7B.
Conclusion
Although solid-state rectifiers
are among the most common electronic components used by techni-

cians, they also are among the
most common causes of failure in
electronic projects or repaired
equipment. By following the rules
given above, you will successfully

select the correct rectifier, and

=f

prevent reliability problems.
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New 4 -wheel steering
is electronically
assisted
The growth of electronics in all
areas of consumer products has

automotive refinement is 4 -wheel
steering.

been accompanied by a great deal

four wheels to steer the vehicle
when it is being turned. The sys-

Mazda Motor Corporation has
of fanfare. Few people are un- presented an active 4 -wheel -steeraware of such developments as ing (4WS) system as an option on
microwave ovens, compact disc selected passenger car models.
players, satellite TV. The elecThe system will be available be-

tem is unique because of its speed-

sensing capability; the direction

and amount of the rear wheel
steering angle during cornering is
determined not only by the driver's

tronics revolution in automobiles ginning this summer in the

input to the steering wheel, but
has been far more subtle: elec- Japanese domestic market, and also by electronic controls that
tronic innovations such as trip later this year in the United measure and respond to the vehicomputers, computerized fuel in- States. It will be a highlight of cle's speed.

jection, etc., have been introduced Mazda's international size pasThe driver's input to the steering
into cars somewhat quietly.
senger car.
wheel is mechanically transmitted
A recently introduced electronic
Four-wheel steering utilizes all by the rotation of a shaft that con WIZ 11111~11111

Improvement In Dynamic Characteristics
Realized by Mazda's Speed Sensing -Type 4WS
Agility
4WS

r
Stability 8
Responsiveness

Handling
Performance
Stability
Responsiveness
Agility

h
-

i

60

o;

eo

100

Vehicle speed o

o)

sa

Vehicle speed

-

..

Figure 1. With 2 -wheel steering system,
vehicle handling may become less
stable and responsive as driving speed
increases. Change in vehicle character-

Ratio of Steering Angle, Front Rear

4WS vehicle

Comparison in Straight -Line Stability

istics at varying speeds is small with
4 -wheel steering system.

o ----

7- 1 /C:::2)
Road irregularities
2WS vehicle
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Advantages of 4 -wheel
steering system
Some major advantages
of the system are:

Lane Changing
Stability in lane changing

Cornering Capability
The vehicle's cornering

at high speeds is improved.
High-speed slalom -type operations become easier,

behavior is more stable and
controllable at high speeds
and slippery roads.

Steering Response
The vehicle's response to
steering input becomes
quicker and more precise
throughout the vehicle's
entire speed range.

Straight -Line Stability
The vehicle's straight-line
stability at high speeds is
improved; negative effects
of road irregularities and
crosswinds on its stability
are minimized.
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and the vehicle becomes
less likely to go into a spin
even in situations when the
driver must make a sudden
change of direction.
Low -Speed
Maneuverability
By steering the rear wheels
in the direction opposite of
the front wheels at low
speeds, the vehicle's turning circle is greatly reduced. Making it easier to
maneuver on narrow roads
and during parking.
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nects the front and rear steering
systems. The rear steering system
incorporates a mechanism to

transform the steering input and
an electronic system to control it.

vehicle - the system steers the rear

wheels in the direction opposite
from the front wheels.
The electronic system with sen-

sors regulates the steering ratio
During cornering at speeds of between the front and rear wheels

more than 22 mph, the rear wheels

are steered in the same direction
as the front wheels to provide improved handling and stability compared with conventional 2 -wheel -

steering vehicles. When ma-

neuvering at speeds lower than 22

mph - such as when parking the

according to the vehicle's speed to
optimize the vehicle's dynamic

characteristics at any speed.
This advanced 4WS system facilitates vehicle handling at high
speed and, it is said, helps to re-

duce driver fatigue in sustained
driving at highway speeds.ES

nw

Rear wheels on 4 -wheel steering vehicles can turn right o- :eft, responding

to both driver's steering and vehicle
speed: a maximum of 5" in the opposite
direction of the front w'neels at speeds
under 22 mph, as when parking. significantly increasing vehicle maneuverabili-

ty. Above 22 mph, rear wheels tun in
direction as frort wheels.
2WS vehicle

4WS vehicle

Comparison in Vehicle Behavior During Cornering

2WS vehicl

Reduced Turning Circle with 4WS
2WS vehicle
4WS vehicle

Same wheelbase
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mining which major component is faulty. For complete
module and assembly schematics, refer to the appropri-

the TV as a system for deter-

The intention of the system
schematic is to provide sufficient information to analyze

related to these components.

the main lines of interaction

these features: key voltages,
the makeup of individual
cables, all connections between modules and assemblies, major components and

major circuits and includes

hybrid

troubleshooting aid
consisting of a functional
block diagram and simplified
module schematics. It provides an overview for tracing

SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
A system schematic is

The other portions of this schematic may be found on
other Profax pages.

parts.

This schematic is for the use of qualified technicians
only. This instrument contains no user -serviceable

Use of substitute replacement parts do not have the
same safety characteristics as recommended in factory service information may create shock, fire, excessive x-radiation or other hazards.

these components.

exact cataloged parts be used for replacement of

Product safety should be considered when component replacement is made in any area of a receiver.
Components marked with a © and shaded areas of
the schematic diagram designate sites where safety
is of special significance. It is recommended that only
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ment of these components.
Use of substitute replacement parts do
not have the same safety characteristics as recommended in factory ser.
vice information may create shock, fire,
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By Homer L. Davidson

Symptoms of intermittent oper- tal -output transistor's supply volt-

All of the regulators
discussed
in this article
10V, the de high voltage might inhave
the
same
basic
crease by several -thousand volts,
principle.
A
large
power
causing arcs, or activating the HV
transistor
is
used
as a
shutdown circuit that stops all picvariable
series
resistance
ture and sound.
Of course, lower voltage at the between raw B + and
output transistor's collector pro- regulated B + . The
duces a smaller picture or a black resistance and conductivity
screen without high voltage. Other of this power transistor is
symptoms and repairs will be de- adjusted automatically by a
scribed in the case histories.
control circuit that varies
the
transistor bias as
Basic voltages and resistances
needed
to maintain a
Some tests never change: The
specific
regulated
output dc basic voltage and resistance measurements are two of them. Other voltage supply. Most of the
essentials are in -circuit and out -of - models provide an
adjustable control that can
circuit transistor tests.
The newer low -voltage regulator be rotated to obtain the
circuits (Figure 1) feature more in- desired output voltage. And
tegrated circuits (ICs), which can then the circuit holds that
be tested in -circuit only for shorts voltage over a wide range of
and leakage. If you are certain a output current.
transistor or diode junction is inIn addition, most
side the IC and connected between
regulators
of this type have
two pins, it can be tested with the
one
or
two
large resistors
diode voltage -drop test featured
that
are
connected
in
by some digital multimeters
parallel
with
the
collector
(DMMs).
Test the de voltage at each ter- and emitter of the power
minal of the IC and (with power transistor. When the power
off) check the resistance from pin transistor is biased to cutto ground of all terminals that had off, these resistors continue
voltage (or should have had volt- to pass current, providing a
age according to the schematic). A minimum output voltage.
low resistance reading might be The total power load (and its
caused by leakage in another component connected to the same ter- heat) is divided among three
minal. Disconnect any paralleling components (transistor and
capacitors, zeners or resistors two resistors) in three
while testing the IC pin's resis- locations, so elaborate
heat sinks are unnecessary.
tance to ground.

ation, HV shutdown, horizontal age is permitted to rise as much as
picture pulling, hum bars, insufficient width or height, weak lock-

ing, poor color and noisy sound
might be caused by defects in the
low -voltage regulator, and not in
the horizontal deflection, vertical
deflection, sync clipper or one of

the other circuits that is usually
the source of these problems. This
can be very confusing. The conditions of power -supply voltages are
easy to overlook during the initial
stages of troubleshooting, but they
are vitally important and must be
tested.

Some important duties of the

low -voltage regulator circuits are

to regulate or stabilize the do
voltages applied to several stages
or circuits of a TV receiver. And
most important of these is the horizontal -output stage. If the horizon -

One of the first tests during low -voltage

regulator troubleshooting is to remove

horizontal -output transistor and
compare the collector voltage with and
without the transistor connected.
the
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Power IC's, such as IC 901, have

a high rate of failure. Also, an
ohmmeter test is not sufficient.
Sometimes the IC regulator
breaks down under load, therefore, it must be replaced to actually locate the defective component.

No sound and no picture
Perhaps the first step should be

measuring the do voltage at the
horizontal output transistor's collector (case) to determine if the
low -voltage power supply is work-

ing. Very low voltage might in-

dicate a defective output transistor or regulator. Remove the

horizontal -output transistor (or

the fuse for that stage) and notice
what the do voltage does. A higher

voltage indicates a defect in the
horizontal -deflection circuit, such

as a shorted output transistor.

Therefore, the attention should be
directed there.
A low or no voltage at the collector might point to a defective regulator or low -voltage power supply.

Rotate the B + control and notice

if the output voltage changes. If
the B + adjustment control has no

effect on the B + do voltage, the
regulator or power supply definite-

ly is defective. Remove the horizontal -output transistor or the B +
fuse that supplies it and proceed to

repair the regulator circuit first,
using do voltage and resistance

methods. Diodes are prone to failure in regulator circuits.
An open principal filter capacitor can cause low voltage both into
and out of the regulator. Check the
individual diodes of the bridge, if
the voltage is slightly low and has
60Hz hum that is difficult to filter.
(Ripple from a true bridge should
have a 120Hz frequency.)
Check the power-supply/regulator area visually looking for burned
resistors, loose connections to the
board or any other obvious signs.
In a Sharp SKC-1310A portable
(Photofact 1851-2), I found fuse 4A
F701 open and only + 18V applied
to the Q602 horizontal -output transistor. This voltage increased very
little when the transistor was
removed from the circuit, thus in-

dicating power-supply/regulator

R902

F902

2.7

1A

Evidently, the zener had developed

a hot spot in it that fragmented
part of the solid-state element. I
have seen the phenomenon of a
traveling short, high leakage or
open circuit before with power
transistors and SCRs, but this was

a first for zeners. The defective
zener was reducing the Q701 base
voltage.
Installation of a new 55V zener

diode for ZD751 and minor adjustments brought normal operation with a full + 120V from the
regulator.

Fuse blows repeatedly

Although it is possible for a

removed one end of D751 from the

fuse problems. If the B + fuse con-

circuit and tested it for leakage.

tinues to blow, remove the horizontal -output transistor to find if
that stops the overload. If it does,

The diode was not leaky (Figure 2).
At first, regulator Q701 was
suspected of breaking down under

the transistor probably is defective

load, but with the output tran- or has a very heavy collector load.
When the power -line fuse will
sistor removed, the voltage remained too low. The principal (and not hold, check for a leaky or
only) filter capacitor (C705) was

shorted diode rectifier perhaps in

paralleled by a known -good the bridge circuit where one or two
diodes might be leaky. I use the
capacitor with no improvement.
Finally, zener diode ZD751 was DMM's diode test to check for such
leakage. Some technicians prefer
the high range of a VOM.
The overload often burns open a
large high -wattage, current limiting resistor that supplies the
bridge. Of course, this must be replaced. And then the chassis must

be handled safely during tests.

CP901
SHY

13W

0903

directions and without leakage.

shorted component in the regulaRegulator transistor Q701 and tor circuit to repeatedly blow a
diode D751 were tested in -circuit fuse or trip a circuit breaker, the
and appeared to be normal. I low -voltage circuits cause most

D901,

162V

from the board, it was open in both

problems.

AC

D904

tested in -circuit and registered
leakage. But when it was removed

IC901
POWER REG.

+136V
4

D902
R90

+135V

2

SOURCE

C725 .

100pFY

AC

C908.
10pFY

C906

420pF`'-r

s

HITACHI CT1912A POWER

There are two general ways of doing this (both have been discussed
before). One is to connect a 100W
incandescent light bulb in place of

the fuse in the incoming ac line.
The bulb resistance limits the
amount of current that the TV can
draw, while the bulb's brightness

indicates approximately the
amount of current. The other
method is to use a variable -voltage

transformer for the ac power.
Figure 1. In the Hitachi CT1912A receiver (Photofact 2200-1), the functions of several
transistors (including one power type) have been packed into one IC901 integrated
circuit. Also, there is no adjustment control for the output voltage. The circuit is
much more simple than the ones using discrete components.
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Operation with low voltage to pre-

vent component failures during
tests is an excellent procedure that

has been described in detail in

See what MCM
has for you.
R754

270
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514

F702
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0705

REGULATED
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270

SOURCE
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120V

R752

AC

8.2

20751
55V
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470NF

0701 REG

R753
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SHARP SKC-1310A REGULATOR

Figure 2. A leaky ZD751 zener diode produced a dead chassis

in one Sharp SKC1310A color receiver. Only + 18V were
measured at the collector of the horizontal -output transistor,
at the beginning. After the transistor was removed, the volt-

age increased a volt or so; nothing significant. Resistance
tests finally determined that zener ZD751 was open. (In later
tests it was shorted and in others it showed leakage. Obviously damaged by heat.)

Are these the things you're
looking for in a catalog?
+113V

F601
4A

120V

1

20W
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+133V
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Quick shipments
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in one place!
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put an end to your search.
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SONY KV -1510 REGULATOR

Figure 3. A shorted D903 voltage -regulator transistor in a
Sony KV -1510 (Photofact 1322-2) produced hum bars. The
first clue to this was the + 146V at the collector of the 0903

The new MCM Catalog is yours FREE
with no obligation to buy.
Call today and see what MCM has for
you!

MCM ELECTRONICS

858 E. CONGRESS PARK DR.
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voltage regulator where the voltage should have been
+ 113V. In fact, the base, emitter and collector each measured + 146V, obviously from internal leakage.

SOURCE NO. ES -23
Circle (13) on Reply Card
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placed D903 with a universal
ECG277 transistor, which re-

stored the picture and produced a
normal + 113V voltage source
from D903.

Picture pulling
Usually, excessive horizontal

tearing or pulling of the picture
A convenient point to check the regulated LV supply is the collector of the
horizontal -output transistor. This is one

of the important points that must be
monitored by meter as the variable voltage transformer gradually increases
the 60Hz voltage applied to the chassis.
Other important voltages are the incoming variable ac voltage and the HVdc.

previous articles. When performed

correctly, it is very satisfactory,
allowing many tests while protecting the horizontal -output transistor from failure.

Hum bars
One or two hum bars moving upward in the picture usually are produced by a leaky regulator transis-

tor or zener diode in the regulator
circuit. First, try to adjust out the
bars by correctly adjusting the B +
control. Sometimes a misadjustment of the B + control will reduce
the amount of regulation, causing

the hum. Intermittent horizontal
pulling of the picture might be a
symptom, also, of the incorrect
B + control adjustment.
If the B + voltage cannot be ad-

justed for the correct voltage,
check each APF or regulator transistor for leakage. Remove the suspected transistor and perform
another leakage test out -of -circuit.

might be caused by defective filter
capacitors or leaky components in

the horizontal oscillator circuits.

through a series resistor, producing do voltage. All variations of

this voltage are sent to another
part of the shutdown circuit, so

shutdown is triggered (usually in a
different way than for the pulses)
by any abnormal increase of HVwinding current.
This increased current can come

from many sources, such as a
shorted picture tube. A shorted
CRT gun or spark gap can force

Also it is possible for leaky active power -filter or AVR-regulator

the CRT to conduct many times its
normal current, which is sufficient

can cause the same symptoms.
Excessively high do voltage was
measured at the horizontal -output
transistor's collector in a

down occurs after a second or so.
Shorted turns in a flyback winding or defective HV-rectifier
diodes that increase the HV-

transistors to produce both faint to trip the shutdown. Therefore,
hum bars and picture pulling. A the raster lights up, usually with
leaky diode in the regulator circuit just one bright color, then shut-

Panasonic CT -118 (Photofact
1858-1) that showed faint hum

winding current can activate the

shutdown.
bars and erratic pulling of the picture. DMM tests of the Q801 AVR
Low voltage vs. HV shutdown
regulator transistor found exExcessive output from the lowcessive do voltage at all terminals voltage regulator can cause shut(Figure 4). When Q801 was re- down by applying too much B +
moved from the chassis, it tested voltage to the horizontal -output's
high leakage between collector collector. Of course, a higher horiand emitter.
zontal transistor's voltage in turn
Replacement of Q801 with a produces a greater HVdc, forcing
GE -35 universal replacement (and the circuit into shutdown. Good
a small adjustment of R810, the tests require a variable -voltage
+ 115V control) restored a normal 60Hz transformer for ac power.
picture.
Begin with the receiver's input
voltage at about 30Vac (after you
HV shutdown
have dcV meters connected to the
Many receivers have a shutdown high voltage and to the collector of
circuit that can be triggered into the horizontal -output transistor).
stopping the horizontal deflection Slowly increase the receiver's ac
(and with it all receiver functions) voltage and compare the two
by either of two general overloads. meter readings. If the de high

voltage reaches the rated value,

Excessive HV- Usually, the most but the ac line voltage is only 90V
obvious trigger comes from a sig- or 100V and the transistor collecnal taken from the flyback. This tor has the full B + voltage, it is

Sometimes the flat power tran- pulse amplitude varies in step with certain a problem exists in the low -

sistors (T0-220 type) test leaky in circuit but normal when removed.
My advice is to replace them.

A high + 146V from the low -

voltage regulator: The low -voltage

HV). The circuit is designed to supply is too high.
stop all receiver operation if the
For excessive voltage look for
HV pulse exceeds a certain level.

defective regulator and reference
Therefore, the shutdown circuit amp and driver transistors, leaky
primarily monitors voltage.
diodes (also zeners) and open

voltage regulator and hum bars in
the picture were the symptoms of
a Sony KV -1510 portable (Photo fact 1322-2). All three pins of the
D903 voltage -regulator transistor
tested the same voltage, and it was
very high for the circuit (Figure 3).

Excessive current - The second

An in -circuit test showed D903 had

flyback's HV winding. (This is Sanyo 31C40A (Photofact 1986-1).

leakage between all pins. We re44

the HV pulses (and the rectified do

Electronic Servicing & Technology

resistors.

shutdown triggering signal comes Sanyo shutdown-When shutfrom circuits that monitor the cur- down occurred, the low -voltage
rent (usually) at the cold end of the source increased to + 149V in a

done by the current that flows Of course, the regulator definitely

July 1987

is at fault when adjustment of the
B + control does not change the
+ 149V. And the first components
to be tested should be the VR001
B + control and all other resistors,
transistors, zeners and diodes in
that vicinity (Figure 5).
All regulator transistors tested
normal, with no opens or serious
leakages. However, we replaced
Q901 because many of these break

down under load. The operation

so it promptly attempted to in-

down can be very difficult to locate

because it usually is caused by a
defective component. Some com-

crease the + 120V supply voltage.
And it did increase...and
increase... until the output became
+ 149V unregulated.
Replacement of R013 and an ad-

ponent is shorting or opening after
it becomes heated. Transistors and
diodes sometimes become erratic
when they reach a critical temperature. Terminals that have burned

justment of VR001 B + control
solved the shutdown problem and
gave good receiver performance.

or poor -contact areas on high wattage resistors might cause intermittents.
With a sharp 15B50A model

Delayed shutdown
An intermittent or delayed shut-

was no better after an ECG369 replaced the original Q901.

Incidentally, the large resistor
that usually is connected between

emitter and collector of power regulator transistors is here in the
Photofact 1986-1 schematic, but
somewhat hidden. Follow this path
from the + 152V input on through
the 0.4A F002 fuse to one end of

F802
0.BA

R803

R808
27

D803

V)

ACV
INPUT

+115V
REG
SUPPLY

115v

1

R809
56K
115v

R901, which is rated at 160f at
20W, and is the regulator -assist
resistor. The other end of R901

C802
600µF"r

connects to diodes D003 that pro-

R804

R805

R807

12K

47

18K

03

BC

33µF`r

R810
115V ADJ.
5000

R806
100K

R813
1200

duce their required voltage drop
and connect to the + 120V source,
which connects to the Q901 emit-

P811

6800

+12.3V

ter through R011, a 10 resistor.

Except for the D003 voltage drop,
this is merely a 1600 resistor connected between collector and emitter of Q901. The method of drawing has made it appear complicated.
Each diode was tested for
leakage after one lead was discon-

PANASONIC CT -118 REGULATOR
Figure 4. Excessive picture pulling was caused by a leaky D801 regulator transistor
in a Panasonic CT -118 model (Photofact 1858-1). Voltage at the horizontal -output collector was a high + 143, and it in turn was increasing the high voltage and many horizontal pulse voltages throughout the receiver.

nected from the circuit, but no
leakage was found. C005 was

tested in -circuit and appeared to

be normal. The resistors were
checked after one lead of each was
disconnected. All were within

0901 POWER REG

R011

0003 RIPPLE FILTER
1+1

+152V
FROM
D002

.152+

.120.3V

F002
0.4A

tolerance until R013 (a 49kg 1%

0001 REG DRIVE

C012

C006

.047-

22µF

solved the problem by assembling
several 47kit and several 2k2
resistors and (with a digital ohmmeter) trying several series combinations of individual 47k(í and

RO10

R901
160

3003
RZ-3

R004
680

R013

1500
1x

49K
1%

N IM M

OPEN

204

R014
107K
1%

.112.6V

2k0 resistors until a pair was

found that gave the desired 49k0
at about 1%.

REG
SOURCE

+012
3300

.119v

precision resistor) was found to be

open. Of course, 49k2 at 1%
tolerance is difficult to obtain. I

9V)a+120V

SANYO 31C40A REGULATOR

The open R013 resistor had

reduced the positive voltage at the

VR001 B + adjustment control.
The regulator circuit viewed this
as a decrease of the + 120V source,

Figure 5. An open 49K R013 resistor in series with the B+ adjust control of a Sanyo
31C40A portable (Photofact 1986-1) forced the regulator to give out excessive voltage
(+ 149V). This higher voltage caused the horizontal -output stage to produce more
high voltage. Therefore, the receiver was dead from shutdown.
July 1987
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(Photofact 1817-2), the sound was

tached to the collector (case) of the

120V. It was a classic case of B +

ac transformer
was connected to supply the 60Hz
power, and a DMM probe was at-

a low voltage up to 120Vac. The
collector voltage reached + 167V
before the ac voltage reached

sistors have a tendency to break
down, we replaced Q701 with a

heard and the raster appeared horizontal -output transistor. Then regulator failure.
before shutdown occurred. A the ac voltage was increased from
Because voltage -regulator tranvariable -voltage

GE -35 universal (Figure 6). Next,
both zener diodes were replaced.
ZD752 was replaced with a 120V

zener and ZD751 was replaced
with a 55V zener.

R754
270

F702
1.SA

+144V
FROM
D7OS

4v

15W

R755
270

R752
8.2

15W

After the regulator transistor
and the two zener diodes were
replaced, the receiver operated for
+120V

120V

SW

0701 REG

REG
SOURCE

C706,1, R703
47K

101.1F1

ZD751

+208V

55V
D751

R726

REPLACED

m

R753

D752

N

82

R758

/ 120V ADJ.

R757
560

the do voltage was a high + 129V

10K

C752

47µF±

R759

2800

5600

68K #

and pulsating (Figure

TH751

R761

COLD

REPLACED

SHARP 15B50A REGULATOR
Figure 6. The low -voltage regulator circuit of the Sharp model 15B50A model (Photo fact 1817-2) follows the general patterns of the others by having a power transistor
that functions as a variable -resistance series resistance to vary the voltage drop as
needed. But it is different in not having any smaller transistors or ICs. When the
cause of the shutdown could not be found with the resistors, we replaced 0701 the
power transistor, and two zeners, ZD752 and ZD751. These can't be tested adequately, except by replacement. The receiver operated properly.

R809
300
tiv

R801

.39

FU2

1.2A

R815 R816

9808

2.7

5.1

3.9

IOW

208

SW

208

208
0803 VOLT REG

r+115V

.-

POWER

D805

.01

-

980476

47µF

R810

47K4

22µFí

REPLACED

R807

10#
47PF,='D809

VR811
RR811

0810

N

5000

R812 S

4700 4

IX'

NTC 1300CL REGULATOR

After we replaced Q803 and
Q805 regulator transistors, the
B + control could be adjusted for
the normal + 115V, and none of
the adjustments slightly above and
below that point caused any flashing or other instability.

pear with many different symptoms. A raster with picture might
light normally and then black out
immediately, or the receiver might
operate normally for several

minutes before losing the raster.

Figure 7. A pulsating + 129V at the horizontal -output's collector gave a raster that
would flash on and of f rapidly with an NTC 1300 -CL portable (Photof act 1777-2).
Resistors, diodes, zeners and transistors were tested in -circuit without any defects
being found. On a guess, 0803 regulator and 0805 regulator -control transistors were
replaced, and the pulsating voltage with flashing raster returned to normal.
Electronic Servicing & Technology

Q803 voltage -regulator and

Q805 regulator -control transistors
were checked in -circuit, testing
normal. Similarly, diode D810 and
zener diode D809 both tested good
in -circuit. All resistors around the
critical area were tested and found
to be within tolerance.

Intermittent raster

R804

C811

46

sistor's collector, the flashing disappeared. The diagnosis was
definite: The regulator was not reducing the do voltage properly.

Intermittent -raster problems ap-

ERROR AMP

IOK

R805 #
150K

line voltage was reduced to provide + 115V at the output tran-

0805REG CONT

0802

R803
5600

C809

SOURCE

0810.

0812

9802
5600 1

Ad-

B + output only slightly. When the

120V

FROM 0601
120V

7).

justments of VR811 changed the

NTC

ZD752

9814
300

Flashing raster
Both sound and raster would
flash off and on at a rapid rate in an
NTC 1300 -CL portable television
(Photofact 1777-2). At the horizontal -output transistor's collector,

12K

R760
3300

hours. Performance, good; intermittent shutdown, gone.
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There are a number of defects that
could cause such intermittent

operation. These are some of the
conditions, components or circuits
that should be tested:

Momentary loss or change of

CRT grid voltage, screen voltage,
heater power and other CRT problems including socket defects;
A video problem that biases the
CRT into cut-off intermittently;

Exclusive, triple patented dynamic
cap and coil analyzing ... guaranteed
to pinpoint your problem every time
or your money back

Any overload that forces the

receiver into shut-off.

In addition to defective electronic components, intermittent
rasters can be caused by corroded
circuit -board connectors, loose

mounting or ground screws and
loose connections to or inside

resistors. There are many more
similar problem sources.
With an older Admiral 4M10 color portable (Photofact 1591-1), the

raster would go black for about a
minute and then return. When the
chassis was cold and functioning

correctly, the R901 B + adjustment varied the voltage source
from + 114V to + 130V (Figure 8).

But when the raster went black,
+ 120V source measured

the

+ 135V.

We replaced the Q900 pass

driver, but the conditions were un-

changed. All the resistors, one
diode and one zener (forward con-

duction) in the regulator circuit
were tested in -circuit and none
found defective. Finally, during a
power -on test, I noticed zener
D901 had + 132V across it. This
was incorrect, because D901 is included to stabilize the voltage

there at + 125V.
Installation of a new 125V zener
to replace D901 stopped the intermittent raster, giving a good,
dependable picture.

Lightning damage
Damage from lightning that
comes in through the 60Hz-power
wiring can be minor or extensive

and all degrees in between. For
the first step, give the chassis a
thorough visual inspection, particularly around the power -supply

area. In addition to burned resistors, insulation of wires and plastic
connectors, look for damage to the

circuit board. If large holes have
been burned in the board, destroying much wiring, it might be wise
to judge it beyond repair.
When the chassis shows no ma-

jor visible signs of damage, the

next steps are to test the line fuse,
the line -rectifier diode (or diodes),

with the all new LC75 "Z METER 2"
Capacitor Inductor Analyzer

Patented

$995

The "Z METER" is the only LC tester that enables you to test all

capacitors and coils dynamically - plus, it's now faster, more
accurate, and checks Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) plus
small wire high resistance coils.

Eliminate expensive part substitution and time-consuming shotgunning with patented tests that give you results you can trust every time.
Test capacitor value, leakage, dielectric absorption, and ESR dynamically;

with up to 600 volts applied for guaranteed 100% reliable results - it's
exclusive - it's triple patented.
Save time and money with the only 100% reliable, in- or out -of -circuit
inductor tester available. Dynamically test inductors for value, shorts, and
opens, automatically under "dynamic" circuit conditions.

Reduce costly parts inventory with patented tests you can trust. No
more need to stock a large inventory of caps, coils, flybacks, and IHVTs.
The "Z METER" eliminates time-consuming and expensive parts substituting with 100% reliable LC analyzing.

Turn chaos into cash by quickly locating transmission line distance to
opens and shorts to within feet, in any transmission line.
Test troublesome SCRs & TRIACs easily and automatically without
investing in an expensive second tester. The patented "Z METER 2" even
tests SCRs, TRIACs, and High -Voltage Diodes dynamically with up to 600
volts applied by adding the new SCR250 SCR and TRIAC Test Accessory
for only $148 or FREE OF CHARGE on Kick Off promotion.
To try the world's only Dynamic LC Tester for yourself, CALL TODAY,
WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

SSNCORE
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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and burn components at many
areas of the receiver, including

the filter capacitor, any low resistance current -limiting resis-

tors, the on -off switch and the
voltage regulator transistor (or
SCR). It's possible for a minor

some that have no direct connection with the 60Hz power or the
antenna. Many of those receivers

lightning strike to ruin only those

will be declared a total loss.

components just listed. But a
stronger bolt can fuse conductors

When a Sanyo 91064 portable
color receiver (Photofact 1929-3)

R126
5.6
8+

C101A,

FROM 8907

R116
47Kj

700PF7

100 #

1.5A

+120V
SUPPLY

.155V

15Y

9905

0903

1

.156V

F900

6112

0102PA55

board for burned or damaged wiring.

F101
1/16A

D902

0101PA55
R113

0900
PASS DRIVER

\--)

C901

i

2.
R902
180K

R900
22K

18K

R127
220

R901

0901
125V

6909

120V ADJ
22K

\

After lightning strikes (or affects) a TV
chassis, always check each regulator
transistor, all diodes and voltage -dropping resistors. Also, check the circuit

OPEN

235V BOOST

ADMIRAL M1 D LV ADJUSTMENT
Figure 8. An older Admiral 4M10 color portable (Photofact 1591-1) developed an inter-

mittent loss of raster. During the usual in -circuit testing of components, it was noticed that 125V zener D901 had + 132V across it. The zener was there to hold that
voltage to + 125V, so the zener must be open. Installation of a new D901 stopped the
intermittent.

was brought to the shop, we discovered it had been damaged by
lightning. I replaced the F001 4A
fuse, the RA2 low -voltage rectifier, the R002 2.20 current -limiter
resistor, the R017 1.81l isolation
resistor and the Q901 power regulator transistor (Figure 9).
With all these components installed, the receiver had a raster,
but that raster had hum bars and
the + 120V source checked only
+ 106.5V, also the B + control had
no effect on the regulator's output
voltage.

Finally, replacing IC001
(LA5112N) with a universal
SK9188 power regulator increased
SHORTED

OPEN

R002
RA -2

and adjusted the + 120V source
while it eliminated the hum bars.
The portable color receiver was

2.2

\ FO4A

R901

160

+12ov

120V

LINE

20W

8W

0901
POWER REG
OPEN

R017

C440.

1.8 \

1011FY

REG
SOURCE

.120.6VREPLACED

+151V

C003 .
470NF`
.121.2V

REPLACED

L002

LA5112N

R016
107K

1

1%

An unusual problem
Sometimes when the chassis of a
Goldstar KMC1311 was moved or
jarred, the raster and sound would
disappear. Yet, the receiver might

operate for three or four hours
without any problems. Or, the circuit might shut down at turn -on.

IC001 REG DR1VE

When the chassis was dead, no

R013

voltage was applied to the horizontal -output transistor's collector.

4

5600
VR001

8+ ADJ
3000

2%

R014
1000

SANYO 91064 REGULATOR
Figure 9. After a nearby lightning strike zapped a Sanyo 91064 (Photofact 1929-3), we
had to replace the F001 4A fuse, the RA2 rectifier, the R002 2.2Q resistor, the R017
1.8Q resistor and the Q901 power -regulator transistor. It was necessary also to replace IC001 before the performance was good.
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The low -voltage power supply
and regulator circuit were checked
for loose soldered connections and

intermittent components, but we
found none. When the receiver
was dead, a touch with the DMM
probe would bring the receiver to
full activity. After several attempts, we found the ac voltage

was missing from the

silicon

diodes when the set was dead.
Then the ac voltage was traced

back to the 3A fuse holder. Just a
touch on the fuse, and the chassis
began to operate.
Evidently, the fuse or holder was
involved. All connections from the

fuse holder to the board wiring

Analyze defective waveforms
faster, more accurately, and
more confidently - every time
or your money back
I

L

rnnn
n
3 Lu.0 fu

»

. ..,.:

were good, but one fuse -clip end
was bright and the other was dark.
The fuse holder was defective! Instead of replacing the fuse holder

with a new one, we decided to

d0E1TRMEASUREMENIS

solder a 3A slow -blow pig -tail fuse
direct to the circuit board in

4 ,iMfR(FIO
d

parallel with the old fuse holder.
And that solved the mystery of the
intermittent power.

O NOIRE o

Comments
Here are a few suggestions that

didn't find a place in the case
histories. Because of the heavy

wattage they must handle, power -

regulator transistors cannot be
checked adequately with the test
equipment we have. Leakage that
is very small when checked by a
meter sometimes begins to multiply as the in -circuit voltage and
current are increased. Therefore,
the only certain test of a power tran-

sistor that has good junctions but
is still questionable is to replace it
and observe the results. A correctly operating transistor was defective, regardless of test results.
Remember, when the horizontal-

output transistor is removed for
tests, the B + adjustment probably

will not vary the B + regulated
voltage. The B + will be too high or
too low, but it's not likely to be the
correct voltage until the horizontal

transistor furnishes a normal load.

Make a habit of tightening all

power -transistor mounting
screws. Many intermittents originate from those loose screws.

For your safety and to protect
your equipment, always use an
isolation transformer for the 60Hz
power. Also, a variable -voltage
60Hz-line transformer is essential
for testing shutdown problems or

cases of severe overload. Both

o
wNVEEORMN.0[ER

air r

d.

with the SC61 Waveform Analyzer

Patented
$2,995
If you value your precious time, you will really want to check
out what the exclusively patented SC61 Waveform Analyzer can
do for you. 10 times faster, 10 times more accurate, with zero
chance of error.
End frustrating fiddling with confusing controls. Exclusive ultra solid
ECL balanced noise cancelling sync amplifiers, simplified controls, and
bright blue dual trace CRT help you measure signals to 100 MHz easier
than ever.

Accurately and confidently measure waveforms from a tiny 5 mV
all the way to a whopping 3,000 V without hesitation with patented
3,000 VPP input protection - eliminates expensive "front end" repairs
and costly equipment downtime.

Make only one circuit connection and push one button for each

circuit parameter test: You can instantly read out DC volts, peak-to -peak
volts and frequency 100% automatically with digital speed and accuracy.
It's a real troubleshooting confidence builder.

Confidently analyze complex waveforms fast and easily. Exclusive
Delta measurements let you intensify any waveform portion. Analyze

glitches, interference signals, rise or fall times or voltage equivalents between levels; direct in frequency or microseconds.
Speed your digital logic circuit testing. Analyzing troublesome divide

and multiply stages is quicker and error free - no time-consuming

graticule counting or calculations. Simply connect one test lead to any test
point, push a button, for test of your choice, for ERROR FREE results.
To see what the SC61 can do for your troubleshooting personal productivity
and analyzing confidence, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338,
for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.
Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

transformers are essential. A
variable transformer does not

sE1VcoFqE
3200 Sencore Drive

former does not vary the voltage.

Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

isolate, and an isolation trans-

+

TRIGGER

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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What do you know
about electronics?

A high-speed model
By Sam Wilson, CET

Figure 1 shows a model that often
is used to describe the operation of

a bipolar transistor. The arrows
show the relative amounts of current flow in the base and collector
N

when the transistor is properly
biased for operation.

The general approach is to explain that a positive voltage on the
base causes many charge carriers

(electrons in this case) to move
from the emitter to the base
region. Once in the base, these
charge carriers fall under the influence of the collector potential,
and most pass into the collector.

I was talking to a friend about
some very strange theories I've

heard during my years of ex-

perience in electronics. He told me
about a model for bipolar transis-

1

tor operation that he was taught

when he was a student at the

university. The same illustration
was used (Figure 1). Here is the

N

way the explanation goes:
The electrons in the emitter are
attracted by the positive base and
collector voltages. By the time they
cross over the emitter -base junction

Figure 1.

they are going so fast that only a
few can make the turn and go out
the base lead. Most of them just
plow into the collector region.
I know this explanation will
sound silly to you, but think about

this: If you were trying to teach
young people about transistors,

Figure 2.

you might sell them on that model.

You could tell them that this is
just a convenient way to look at
the transistor.
I don't know what to say about
50
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Now test and restore every CRT on the
market ... without ever buying
another adaptor socket or coming up
embarrassingly short in front of your
customer ... or your money back

the idea of telling this to university
students.

Planned obsolescence
Whenever I'm with a group of
technicians and the subject of
strange theories comes up I find
that everyone has a story to tell.
When I started my first full-time
teaching job, I was required to sit
in the class of the oldest and most
venerated instructor on the cam-

pus. On the first day he was ex-

plaining the operation of the
cathode bypass capacitor shown in
Figure 2. Here is the way it went:

Instructor-On one half -cycle,
the electrons flow through the
resistor (solid arrow). On the next
half -cycle, the electrons flow into
the capacitor (broken arrow). This
cycle repeats over.

Puzzled Student-"It seems to
me that the capacitor would eventually get full of electrons."
Instructor (With his most feared
"You are stupid" tone)-"Well,

young man, that is why radios
can't operate forever."

The 4 -layer diode

For several years I have been
writing about the characteristics
of a 4 -layer diode and some of its
applications. However, it is next to

impossible to buy such a diode

with the new improved CR70 "BEAM BUILDER"TM

Universal CRT Tester and Restorer
Patented
$995
Have you ever?
Thrown away a good TV CRT, data display CRT, or scope CRT that
could have been used for another two or three years because you had no
way to test or restore it?
Lost valuable customers because you advised them that they needed
a new CRT when another technician came along and restored the CRT
for them?

Lost the profitable extra $35 or more that you could have gotten for
restoring a CRT while on the job and locked in the profitable CRT sale later?

Avoided handling profitable trade-ins or rentals because you were
afraid you'd have to replace the picture tube when you could have restored
it?

Had a real need to test a CRT on the job, but didn't have the right
adaptor socket or setup information in your setup book?
If any of these things have happened to you, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE,
1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.
"BEAM BUILDER" is a trademark of Sencore, Inc.

without getting them in quantity,
so there haven't been any good lab
experiences with this component.

Sometime recently I ran across
the solution to this problem. Unfortunately, I can't find that
reference. The idea is that an SCR

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

SENCC)F

3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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1

diode (also shown).

P

P

leave the gate open.
Figure 3 shows the model most

often used for an SCR. It shows
why it can be used as a 4 -layer

ANODE

ANODE

can be used as a 4 -layer diode if you

By way of review, refer to

Figure 4. The 4 -layer diode is a
breakover device in the forward
direction. In other words, when it

N

N

I
P

P

GATE

1
N

N

CATHODE

CATHODE

MODEL FOR
4 -LAYER DIODE

MODEL FOR
SCR

Figure 3.

Alla

MIL_

is forward biased, it behaves like a
neon lamp.
When reverse -biased, it behaves

like two identical reverse -biased
diodes in series.
Four -layer diodes are also
known as Shockley diodes.
I haven't had a chance to try the

SCR idea. My next step is to try
this in the lab. In a future issue, Ill
tell you how well it works.
In the meantime, I will tell you
what hasn't worked. That is to put
two junction diodes in series to try
to get the 4 -layer characteristic.

Here we go again!
There are some problems and
questions related to electronics
that make the rounds every two or

three years. I don't want to give
them the dignity of calling them
classical questions. I'm not sure
whether any point is proven by being able to solve them (or, not be-

ing able to solve them). Printing

those problems and giving the

solutions does not, unfortunately,
make them go away.
Figure 5 illustrates an example.

OR

SYMBOLS
FOR

4 LAYER DIODE

+I

It was given to me recently by a
student at New England Institute
of Technology. (This school is
located in Palm Beach, Florida. I
wonder if there is a Palm Beach
Institute of Technology in Maine.)

The question is: What is the
resistance between terminals A
and B? All of the resistors on the
cube have the same value.
Attempts to solve this problem
with series and parallel resistances
usually result in failure.

IDEAL GRAPH
OF 4 -LAYER DIODE CHARACTERISTIC

Figure 4.

The best approach is to assume a
voltage across the terminals. Current flowing into R1, R2 and R3
will divide evenly because each of
these resistors looks into two identical parallel resistors. So, the
three resistors are in parallel.

By similar reasoning, R3, R4

and R5 are also in parallel.

It follows that Rl, R2 and R3
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terminate at equal voltage points
because they have identical currents and resistances. Likewise,
R4, R5 and R6 also terminate in

Walk "tough dog" troubles out of
any TV & VCR in half the
time ... or your money back

equal voltages.
Figure 6 shows the result of this
reasoning.
Because the remaining six resis-

tors are connected between these
equal voltage points, they must be
in parallel.

When three identical resistors
are connected in parallel, the

resistance of the combination is
one-third the value of one resistor.
Likewise, six identical parallel
resistances will have a resistance
that is one -sixth of a single value.

Figure 7 shows the result. The
circuit resistance is:

1 R+ 1 R+ 1 R
6

3

3

=2R+1R+2R
6

6

=

6

5R
6

The resistance of the circuit between A and B is 5/6 the value of
one of the resistors.
If you know of an example of one

of these nonsense problems, you
can do me a great favor by sending
it to someone else.

A critical look
at electron current

with the exclusive, patented,
VA62 Universal Video Analyzer ...$3,295
Would you like to?
Reduce analyzing time: Isolate any problem to one stage in any TV or
VCR in minutes, without breaking a circuit connection, using the tried
and proven signal substitution method of troubleshooting?

Cut costly callbacks and increase customer referrals by completely
performance testing TVs & VCRs before they leave your shop? Own the
only analyzer that equips you to check all standard and cable channels
with digital accuracy? Check complete, RF, IF, video and chroma response

of any chassis in minutes without taking the back off the receiver or
removing chassis plus set traps dynamically right on CRT too? Simplify
alignment with exclusive multiburst pattern?

Reduce costly inventory from stocking yokes, flybacks, and other
coils and transformers, for substitution only, with the patented Ring-

Until the invention of the bipolar
transistor in 1948, there were two
theories of current that were
strong rivals. Electrical engineers,

ing Test. Run dynamic proof positive test on any yoke, flyback, and integrated high voltage transformer ... in- or out -of -circuit?

physicists and many other scientists used "conventional" current

nance or luminance circuit - stage -by -stage - to isolate problems in

In other words, they assumed that current flows from
flow.

positive to negative.
People at all levels of electronic

jobs used electron flow - that is,
they assumed that current flows
from negative to positive.
The argument for electron flow

was based, in part, upon tube

Protect your future by servicing VCRs for your customers before they
go to your competition? Walk out "tough dog" troubles in any VCR chromi-

minutes? Have proof positive test of the video record/play heads before you
replace the entire mechanism?

Increase your business by meeting all TV and VCR manufacturers'
requirements for profitable warranty service work with this one universally
recommended analyzer?
To prove it to yourself, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for

a FREE Self Demo ... or learn how the VA62 works first by calling for
your free simplified operation and application instruction guide, worth
$10.00.

theory. If electrons flow from

cathode to plate, it follows, sup-

posedly, that current goes that

way too. The opposing argument is
that an electron wouldn't go to the

plate unless there was a positive
place (hole) for it to go to. That
hole goes from the plate, where

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

NCCDF
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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the electron is, to the cathode,
where the electron was.

Figure 5.

Another argument for electron
flow was the motion of electrons
through a copper wire. It consists
of a flow of free electrons. In fact,

this is true for current flow in all
metals. According to this argument, there can be no current flow

unless there are free electrons to
carry the current. So, current
must be electron flow.

It can be argued that electrons

R3

can't go from one place to another
unless a hole goes in the opposite
direction.
Consider the following numbers.
A cubic centimeter of germanium at room temperature has
about
44,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
atoms. The resistance between opposite faces is about 47C due to its
25,000,000,000,000

free electrons. It has an equal
number of holes.

A cubic centimeter of lightly

doped P -type material has a resis-

tance of only about 10i?. It has
about
368,000,000,000,000

holes, and only about
1,700,000,000,000

free electrons. In other words,
there are about 216 times more
holes than electrons.

The low resistance of doped

P -type germanium cannot be accounted for in terms of free elec-

trons. So, current flow through

the P -type material must be due to
hole flow: positive to negative!
If you look at modern textbooks
for electronics engineering or
technology, you will find conven-

tional current being used. However, if you look at textbooks for
technicians, you see electron flow
still being used.

The overall result is a mess.

When technicians communicate
with engineers, they have to sit on

opposite sides of the table to get

the current to flow in the same
R

R

3

3

direction for both.

Question: Which way do the arrows in semiconductor symbols
point?
Answer: In the direction of conven-

tional current flow.
Figure 7.

Question: Why can't we put this

concept of electron current to
sleep once and for always?
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Literature
64 -page Blue Book

Non -Linear Systems' 1987-88
full -line catalog describes the com-

replacement along with a complete
catalog of products and services.

and cross-reference charts

Circle (129) on Reply Card
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Test and measurement catalog
The latest edition of the Philips
Test and Measuring Instruments

Multiple -outlet strips catalog
Sockets Plus Multiple -Outlet
Strips catalog from Perma Power
Electronics lists features and detailed specifications for 113 models, having as many as 12 outlets

catalog for 1987-88 is a 270 -page
document that provides details on
Phillips' range of test instruments,

pany's latests offerings that encompass over 2,000 models of with full information on all new
digital panel meters and battery products introduced in the last
operated portable test in- year. Product model number instruments. Test instruments in- dexing enables fast location of any
cluded in the catalog are digital instrument. Full information is

facilitate product comparisons.

each. Special models for industrial/

laboratory, hospital -grade and
high -abuse environments are included, many with rack -mount op-

multimeters, oscilloscopes, frequency meters and circuit/component analyzers.

provided to allow ordering of any

of the equipment from Philip's

tions. Strips are available with a
patented surge suppressor,master
switch and indicator light. Photos

sales offices worldwide.

and diagrams are included.

Circle (128) on Reply Card
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Interchangeability guide

Batt-Tronic Corporation has
published a guide for watch/calculator battery interchangeablity.

The guide features interchangeability information for both

foreign and American watch and
calculator batteries. Valuable tips

are included on proper battery

Circle (132) on Reply Card

Rental product guide
For those contemplating leasing

Heat sink catalog
Thermalloy is offering its
1986/87 catalog that includes 20

rather than buying part of their
equipment, Leasametric offers a new stamped heat sink designs.

198 -page rental product guide deOver 250 extruded heat sink prosigned for easy reference. It incor- files have been added. There are
porates an informative overview, six pages of labor-saving options.
product descriptions, specificaCircle (133) on Reply Card
tions and selection guides. Indexes

SEW

PSP
Service Software System
only $495.00

Moving?

all this for one low price!

Tracking through complete repair cycle.,.
Billing (automatically tabulates interest)...

Aged Receivables...
Manages & tracks Technician's workload...

Take us with you.
Just peel off the subscription mailing label

and attach it to the address change card
located at the front of this issue. Please
allow 6-8 weeks to process your address

Assigns information to Warranty forms...
Handles Consignment or Rental of parts &
equipment...
Generates: Receipts, Inventory Control Sheets,
Status Reports, Authorization Slips, Daily
Repair Reports, etc....

And more!!

change.

GIGOTRODIC
Servicing & Technology

For any IBM Compatible from PC to AT.
Minimum: 10 meg-hard disk & 256K RAM
PSP, 3840 S. Palo Verde, #204, Tucson, AZ 85714
(602) 889-8888
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optical media journalism, the
editors, Lambert and Sallis, have
been following this emerging
technology since its beginning.
Published by Howard W. Sams and Company, 4300 W.
62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; 1-800-428-SAMS.

Editor's note: Periodically Electronic Servicing & Technology
features books dealing with subjects

of interest to our readers. Please
direct inquiries and orders to the
publisher at the address given,
rather than to us.
CD -I and Interactive Videodisc
Technology, by Steve Lambert
and Jane Sallis; Howard W.
Sams, 224 pages, $24.95
softbound.
A source book for programmers
and producers of interactive
media, computer and audio-visual

enthusiasts, this guide describes

techniques and methods for
creating interactive videodisc

(IVD) and compact disc -interactive
(CD -I) applications. There are

chapters of a technical nature

along with chapters delineating
the user's role within the high-tech
environment. Topics include:

Interactive videodisc
development and technical
overview.

Types of laser videodiscs.
Videodisc formats.
Levels of interaction.
With their work in industry and

as obsolete as teaching Model -T
repair in today's Space Age. For

readers who understand the
basics, this easy -to -follow book
provides concise yet thorough

coverage of discrete circuitry, IC
op -amps, combining integrated

Elements of Electronic
and discrete electronics,
Instrumentation and
transducers and optoelectronics.
Measurement, 2nd edition, by
There are troubleshooting sections
Joseph J. Carr; Prentice -Hall,
at the ends of each of the 13
515 pages, $42.67 hardbound.
This updated edition relates to chapters.
by Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ
the many changes in instrumenta- Published
07632; 1.800.223.2336.
tion that have developed since the
original text was published in Solid -State Projects You Can
1978- the present, widespread use Build, by Rudolf F. Graf and
of digital electronic control, for ex- George J. Whalen; Howard W.
ample. Electronic instruments for Sams, 176 pages, $10.95
measuring have proliferated to softbound.
These do-it-yourself building
such an extent that technicians
and others in the field find projects require only simple tools
themselves heavily involved with and a VOM. A sampling of the
projects includes:
an array of electronic devices.
In this book, readers will study Electronic dice.
instrumentation techniques, be in- Television remote -sound
system.
troduced to certain commercial
products and will come to under- Wireless video camera link.
stand the what and why of measur- Computing thermometer.
Proximity or touch alarm.
ing, and the instruments in use.
Sing -along light controller.
Published by Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ
07632; 1-800-223-2336.

Electronic Principles:
Integrated and Discrete,
by James F. Cox and S. Roger
Everett; Prentice -Hall, 553
pages, $41.33 hardbound.
Here are authors who believe
that some electronics instruction is

Learn
how to repair
VCRs...

Rally -mate time -piece.
There are complete step-by-step

construction procedures, illustrated with drawings and
photographs.
Published by Howard W. Sams & Company, 4300 W.
62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; 1-800-428-SAMS.

Troubleshooting Techniques for
Microprocessor -controlled Video
Equipment, by Robert L.
Goodman; Tab Books, 352 pages,
$16.50 paperback, $24.95
hardbound.
To facilitate servicing the elec-

tronic brains now used in

everything from color televisions

to VCRs and videodisc players,

this book breaks down the in-

Read

Video Corner

each month
in EIEOTAOAIC

tricacies of microprocessors and
digital electronics with step-bystep demonstrations. Following a
short course on digital electronics,
there is an introduction to troubleshooting techniques for logic cir-

cuits, using digital logic probes,
logic monitors and oscilloscopes.
Finally, the highly sophisticated
troubleshooting method, signature

analysis developed by HewlettPackard, is detailed in one complete chapter.

ll

Published by Tab Books, Inc., P.O. Box 40, Blue Ridge
Summit, PA 17214; 717-794-2191.
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These Photofact folders for TV receivers have been released by Howard W. Sams since ES&T's last report.

MITSUBISHI
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Service training.
Assistance in
selecting in-house
equipment and
software.

ATTENTION
CAMERATECHS!
Equipment you need
at prices you can afford!
Model TR100 CB
Camera Light Box
with transparencies

Specialized soft-

Stainless steel
(2) 32000 Kelvin Lamps

ware for service
management.

(meets mtr. spec.)

7 -Bar color transparency

11 -step gray scale

Factory contacts for service literature and parts.

transparency

Transparencies mounted in
acrylic with optical scratch resistant surface.

Involvement in a stable and productive national
trade association.

1 year conditional guarantee
FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND BUSINESS CARD TO

(313) 939-4710
Fax #(313) 939-6040

NESDA COMPUTER GROUP, 2708 WEST BERRY STREET
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76109; PHONE 1817) 921-9061

The method most
manufacturers

34816 Mound Rd., Sterling Hts., MI 48077

recommend
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directly either in dB or

analyzing flexibility. The software

levels

also allows the user to save and

watts. Audio separation of stereo

load data onto the disk.

circuits may be automatically measured to as low as -40dB by simply
turning one knob.

Circle (76) on Reply Card

Magnifier for work or hobby
The Mark II Magni-Focuser by
Edroy Products is a binocular

Circle (78) on Reply Card

magnifier with a single, shatter -re- High resolution monitor tester
Test equipment, accessories
introduced
Philips ECG has announced the sistant, optical quality lens. The
Network Technologies has introabsence
of
a
center
post
in
the
lens
addition of five multimeters to the
duced the Montest-RGB5, a portcompany's Test Equipment & Acable tester for high resolution CRT
cessories line.
monitors. The tester is designed
for use with monitors implement-

ing scan rates of 50kHz and having
798 lines of resolution.

The new products include the
pocket -sized AM -14, a versatile yet
economical analog multimeter,

AM -20, a general purpose VOM
analog multimeter; CM -30, clamp on digital meter for reading ac current; CX-920, a digital capacitance
meter; and DM -76, an auto -

ranging digital multimeter.
Circle (75) on Reply Card

32 -channel logic analyzer
The Advanced Microcomputer
Systems logic and data analyzer
PC Logic 1 and PC Logic 2 from
Advanced Microcomputer Systems is an analyzer that is compatible with the IBM PC bus with up
to 32 channels of data -capture in-

put at a sample rate of 50MHz.

The analyzer includes a completely

menu driven software package
that displays logic diagrams as

provides an unobstructed field of
view. Weighing only 41/2 ounces,
the Magni-Focuser is comfortable
throughout many hours of use. Its
contoured, padded vinyl headband
is adjustable, self-locking, fully

washable and replaceable. Front
lens plate units are interchangeable, snapping on and off to meet

-,"

various distance and magnification
requirements. The Magni-Focuser
may be worn over regular or safe-

ty glasses and flips up, out of the
way when not needed. The flip unit
is constructed of high -impact ABS

a

plastic, with nothing to wear out,
corrode or stick.
Circle (77) on Reply Card

Stereo -TV readout
Sencore Electronics announces a
method to accurately analyze
stereo TV audio.
The SR68 Stereo -TV Readout is
reported to allow the service tech-

Most often used with CAD/CAM

and desktop publishing software,

these monitors must be main-

. tained

for proper resolution and

clarity. The MONTEST-RGB5's

battery -powered portable design

nician to measure the output of allows it to be taken directly to the
audio amplifiers; either at the line field rather than requiring that
or speaker outputs. It incorporates
dummy loads that provide to 100W
per channel of power dissipation to
catch even elusive problems that
may show only when components
are stressed to their full potential.

monitors be returned to a central
depot for repair and alignment.
Circle (79) on Reply Card

Temperature probe converts
DMM

John Fluke Manufacturing

presents the 80T -150U Universal

Temperature Probe, a measurement accessory that converts any
digital multimeter into a thermom-

eter. The 80T -150U uses a P -N

junction temperature sensor
housed in a low thermal -mass tip

to provide fast responding, high
well as data dumps in binary, octal, Hex, and ASCII format on the
PC monitor. The expansion and
compression of channels and samples provides for maximum data
58
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This testing device provides dual
meters to visually monitor the outputs, and measures the audio
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accuracy readings.
The unit is switch -selectable for
readouts in °F or °C. The
80T -150U can make temperature
measurements of live circuits, with

350V peak ac standoff capability. home entertainment equipment
Small components can be accu- from sudden impact voltages that
rately measured without cooling could destroy or harm their delidue to mass of the probe tip.
cate circuitry. The triple outlet
VNS-21D incorporates a radio frequency interference (RFI) filter to
guard against static -causing, TV
interfering powerline noise.

Altogether, there are five dif-

ferent SurgePro devices designed
for solid-state stereos, VCRs and
TV sets, offering up to six connections through a single outlet.
Circle (81) on Reply Card

Circle (80) on Reply Card

Surge suppressors
A line of high performance surge

suppressors has been introduced

shown in this video tape.
Circle (82) on Reply Card

Pattern generator
A portable audio -video pattern

generator with four times the
number of patterns and one-third
the usual volume has been introduced by NCM Electronics.

The Video Wonderbox features
32 standard B&W and color patterns, including NTSC color bars.
Its portability has been achieved
through the use of NCM's in-house
custom -designed LSI circuits.

Videotape teaches
VCR maintenance

The probe is suitable for surface,
gas and non -corrosive liquid measurements. This includes most industrial solvents, water lubricants
and fuels, as shallow as 1/2 -inch.

maintenance and repair work

Ucando VCR Educational Products has released a new video tape
that shows how to perform many
of the common repair jobs required
on every VHS video cassette
recorder.
This video tape brings expert ad-

vice about the inner workings of
the VCR. After viewing the 2 -hour

program, viewers will be able to
properly clean the heads, rollers
and guides in a VCR, as well as to
replace the belts.

There are no special skills or

by General Electric to protect tools required for performing the

The unit is designed for testing,

troubleshooting and aligning
VCR's, computer monitors and
monochrome, color
ready televisions.

and cable -

Circle (83) on Reply Card

Our

MTS DECODER/
SYNTHESIZER KIT
Build your own television
stereo decoder/synthesizer with
the TELEVONIC Series 500 kits.
Decodes MTS formatted broadcasts and automatically synthesizes non-MTS broadcasts. Kits
include TELEVONIC's proprie-

tary synthesizer chip not available anywhere else. All kits
include PC board, schematic
and instructions.
Model 501"-Partial Kit: $16.95
(without components)

SAVE
TIME

Model 502-Complete Kit: $26.95
Prices include shipping and handling
within Continental U.S. Thirty day money
back guarantee. Allow 14 days for deliv-

ery. Send check, money order, Visa or
Mastercard (no C.O.D.) to:

TELEVONIC.

MIMI SOUND SYSTEMS MIMI

P.O. Box 46066
Department E
Denver, CO 80201
'Components available at most electronic supply centers.
TELEVONIC is a registered trademark o1 Spectrum 2000. Inc

F-

ATALOG

TEST INSTRUMENTS &
HARD -TO -FIND TOOLS
For fast, accurate service,
please remove the peel off label
used to address your magazine,
and attach it to the Reader
Service Card, the Address
Change Card or to any
correspondence you send us
regarding your subscription.

Packed with over 5,000 quality products for testing, repairing, and assembling electronic equipment. A full selection of test instruments, power
protection equipment, precision hand tools, tool
kits, soldering supplies, and much more. Products
are shown in full color with detailed descriptions
and pricing. All products come with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. SAME -DAY shipment program.

In a hurry to receive your catalog?
Call (800)-225-5370
In Massachusetts call (617)-682-2000
Contact East, Inc., Dept. R409
P.O. Box 786 No. Andover, MA 01845
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Video Corner

By Conrad Persson --,vvV-

Overall block diagram
ANT

i
TUNER &

RF IN

RF CONVERTER

DEMODULATOR

t

TV
MONITOR

MTS/SAP
AUDIO IN
VIDEO IN

000

Hi -FI AUDIO
NORMAL AUDIO

LUMINANCE

CHROMINANCE

POWER SUPPLY

f

VIDEO HEADS

AUDIO
HEAD
TAPE

CYLINDER
MOTOR

=,,

MECHANISM

CONTROL
HEAD

CAPSTAN
MOTOR

AUDIO HEADS

SYSTEM CONTROL
V

SERVO

SUPPLY
REEL

TAKE UP
REEL

A lot has been made of the fact that VCRs are complex
machines. They are. Servicing manuals on these units run
over 100 pages. Many of those pages are multifold pages
that contain the equivalent of three sheets worth of information. Block diagrams and schematic diagrams for VCRs
can run for page after page.
This can't be helped, given the complexity of the products, but trying to understand basic principles of operation
can be seriously impeded because of the sheer volume of
information that has been waded through.
Given all of this complexity, when a piece of information
comes along that makes it easy to grasp the general principles of the technology almost in a single glance, it's worth
making interested people aware of it.
Take a look at the overall block diagram of a GE VCR on
the opposite page. Of course it's highly simplified, but it
provides you with an immediate grasp of what goes on in a
VHS VCR.

/Alt

NESDA
,..,.. o..,......_.....

Plug in!

To the NESDA system.
YOUR BUSINESS is in the world's fastest changing
industry. If you're not careful, you could find

your business in the dark.
But, you don't have to stay there.
Through a system of local, state, and regional groups,
the National Electronics Sales & Service Dealers Aun.
(NESDA) keeps members up-to-date with the fast pace
of advancing technology while offering:

Managerial and technical training.
Business contacts.
Technical and management certification.
Information on new products.
Legislative activities that affect the industry.
Don't be left in the dark. Let the NESDA system work
FOR YOU!

In this case, the PLAY/RECORD switch is in the RECORD position. When the VCR is in this condition, using a
local broadcast station for a source, it tunes the signal, de-

modulates it, processes the chrominance and luminance,
and audio signals to apply them to the video and audio
heads, respectively, where they are converted into magnetic information and impressed onto the tape.
The mechanical system controls the speed of rotation of
the video head cylinder and the captan motor, based on
signals from the control head and the head cylinder. Notice
that the direction of the arrowheads indicates input or output, or, in some cases, both.
Again, this overall block diagram of a VCR can't give details of operation of a VCR. It's too simple. But a grasp of
the principles it shows can give you a head start toward
understanding the details later.

SSW

When You Want
the Best
Buy the Best
When your problems require the attention of a professional, call NU DATA, the company that originated the
"Break -Out -Box" 17 years ago. The Model 921-T3 is
the only battery free breakout with pulse trap.

Dual LED
Tri-State
Design

Battery

Free
Operation
in Guaranteed
for Life
GSA

Approved

$176.00

For more information -and an application, write to.
NESDA. 2708 W Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Ph (017) 921-9061

Name

* Kul a Model 921-T3 and get a free
Interl'ace Monitor, a $50 value.

__

Bus. Name

Call for information on our complete line of testers.
(201) 842-5757

Address
State

-

Zip

of State Local O Aun

Phone

fa0A7A

32 Fairview Avenue
Little Silver. NJ 07739-1515
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Computer Corner

By Conrad Persson

Working with hexadecimal numbers
Iexadecimal. It's a word that strikes fear and loathing
in the hearts of the stoutest men. It's as if the "hex" part
puts a hex on people. It has something to do with computers and numbers, but what?
Hexadecimal (hex, for short) really isn't that hard to
understand. It just takes a little reflection on the way we

Muter operating in hex. A computer, as we have empha-

sized many times, operates only in binary. Its 2 -state
devices can't operate any other way. But the computer
operates such that its binary digits are taken four at a time
(or some integral multiple of four at a time).
So the computer continues to operate in binary. The advantage to hex is to the operator or programmer. Let's say a
human is trying to deal with the computer's operation and
it includes a binary number like 10110101100010111111.
That's twenty digits. I defy you to manipulate that many
digits that are all alike without transposing digits or ac-

make numbers. Take decimal, for example. In decimal, we
count using the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
It might have been possible to create a digit for every
number, but that would have been cumbersome in the extreme, and would have made calculation exceedingly difficult. Instead, it was decided to use only nine digits, then
when it was necessary to represent ten of whatever was
being counted, the digit would be moved one place to the
left to show that the 1 represented one group often rather
than simply one (see Figure 1). Presumably, it was decided

cidentally changing a 1 to a 0 or vice versa. But if you
replace each group of four digits with its hex equivalent
you have the hex equivalent of the binary number: B58BF

(see Figure 3). You're a lot less likely to mess up that
number when you're working with it.
Of course it's not especially easy to work with hex. It
takes a couple of serious mental leaps to treat letters of the

to do this at the number ten because humans have ten
fingers. In forming the decimal number ten, the zero is
2

1

o

4

3

5

6

8

7

I

oo oo ooo ooo oo oo
o l o LJif
o o oo
o io
o
'O'mD'0!
o ooo
o
1

101

0

1

o

1

Figure 1. Decimal numbers are formed as shown here. Each individual digit represents a quantity. To form a number ten, we use
positional notation (shift the 1 digit one place to the left) to show that the 1 represents a group of ten rather than one unit. The 0
in the number 10 shows that the 1 has been shifted. To form larger numbers. we use 11 as one group of ten plus one. 12 as one
group of ten plus two. etc.

placed to the right of the digit to show that, in fact, it has
been shifted to the left. Then we can continue counting: 11
represents one group of ten plus one, 12 represents one
group of ten plus two, and so forth.
In hex, for reasons that will be presented in a moment, it

was considered advantageous to create several more
digits. In hex, counting proceeds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A,

B, C, D, E, F, 10, 11, etc. Thus in hex, the numbers ten,
eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen and fifteen are
represented by A, B, C, D, E and F respectively. Please
note that it would have been possible, and might have been

better, to create some new numeric digits for those hex
numbers, but the letters A through F were already in existence, so what the heck!
What does all that have to do with computers? Well,

nothing and everything. Some computers are said to
operate in hex, but that is not, strictly speaking, correct. If
we take a look at the correlation between hex and binary
the whole thing becomes clear.
You might want to refer to the Computer Corner in last
month's ES&T, in which binary numbers were discussed.
Counting in binary proceeds; 1, 10, 11, 100, 101, 110, 111,
1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111 (those are
the numbers one through 15 in binary).
Now take a look at Figure 2. Notice how conveniently a
single hex digit represents a binary number that takes four
binary digits. That's essentially what is meant by a corn 62
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alphabet like numbers, and to treat numbers with a single
digit that you're used to representing with two digits. But
Decimal
Binary
Hexadecimal
1

1

1

2

10

2

3

11

3

4

100

4

5
6

101

5

110

6

7

111

7

8

1000

8

9
10

1001

1010

A

11

1011

B

12

1100

C

13
14

1101

D

1110

E

15
16
17
18
19
20

1111

F

10000
10001
10010
10011
10100

10

9

11

12
13
14

Figure 2. The hexadecimal numbering system is a handy way
to represent binary numbers (which quickly can get very long

using four digits at a time) in a way in which they're more
easily handled.

Answers

Questions are on page 4

1. B. The logic levels at the inputs and output of
each gate are shown in Figure A. Remember, the

only way to get a logic 0 out of a NAND is to have all
inputs at logic 1.
2. 1,555kHz. The radio will play if the local

starting with a basic understanding of what hex is all
about, you can play with the numbers until you have at
least reached peaceful coexistence, even if you're never
quite comfortable with them.

oscillator is dead. Remember: Oscillator frequency
= RF frequency + IF frequency.
3. A. The circuit is a Wheatstone Bridge, balanced
when there's no current thru the meter.
4. 120. The equation for the balanced bridge is
R1/R2 = R3/speaker Z
If it is an 8(2 speaker:

R2 = Rl x speaker Z/R3 = 122
B

5

8

B

F

10011

0101

1000

1011

1111

Figure 3.

Figure 3. You can take a binary number four digits at a time

and represent each group of four digits with its

hex

equivalent. The whole point of hex is to make it easier for us
to deal with strings of binary digits.

ISSVU

Technicians,

ISCET

Get Serious
About Your

5. IN4146. The IN prefix is understood. The colors
represent the same numbers as for resistors.
6. A. The wide band indicates the cathode side.
7. C. Assume the radio is dead but the power supply is OK. When the radio is tuned through a strong
station, the current meter should show a strong increase in deflection. With no audio input, the pushpull amplifiers are nearly cut off. The input audio
drives the transistors into conduction.
8. B. With an emitter -base short, the transistor is
cut off. No current flows in the collector resistor, so
there is no voltage drop.
9. A. The input signal is at the base and the output
signal is at the collector. The emitter is common to
the input and output signals.
10. B. With R open, base has no forward bias.
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Breaking the CLV servo loop
As mentioned in past columns, CD players are chock full
of servos, and if you've ever encountered tough problems
in them, you know the true meaning of the phrase going
around in circles.
What is a servo? It's a circuit that uses part of its output
as an input. This principle is familiar to anyone who has
worked with audio amplifiers. A certain amount of the output is always fed back to the input in order to cancel distortion products. But servos are generally part of an electromechanical device, something with a motor in it. A servo
system functions to maintain the correct operating position of a mechanical assembly by comparing a position
signal (feedback) to a reference signal.
Specifically, a CD player has tracking/sled, focus and
disc motor (CLV) servos. The tracking coil and sled motor
are separate, but they share a good portion of the servo
circuitry before going their own ways. Simply put, the
sled takes care of the coarse, and tracking the fine control
of the optical block.

Thanks to safety shutdown circuits, one of the more
common symptoms encountered in home CD players is a
dead disc motor. Many home units are designed so that
focus must be achieved (FOK) in order for the motor to
start. (Although, most of the portables I've seen run the
motor up as soon as you push PLAY.) Sometimes, the disc

will start to spin, then shut down if TOC is not read,
perhaps due to RF PLL or tracking trouble. Because one
of the first things we need to do on a defective player is
check the RF (eye pattern), we're in trouble unless we can

get the disc motor to run. No rotation equals no eye
pattern.
It's times like these that make you appreciate manufac-

turers who build diagnostics into the set, at least something that allows you to defeat shutdown. Some units have
a pin on the microprocessor that eliminates certain shutdown processes when grounded, but few are documented

well enough to let you know what actually is being
defeated. The pin may be marked TEST, ADJ, SERVICE,
or something more arcane, such as BATT2, but, you usually can figure that activating it will, at the very least, prevent the player from coughing the disc out while you're
trying to adjust or troubleshoot the machine.

Back to the original problem now; the CLV motor is
dead and you need to check the laser. Most of the time,
you're just going to have to get in and rewire a few circuits
to do it. Take a look at Figure 1. Many CLV motors are of

the brushless, slotless type, which among other things,
means that speed control is probably effected by changing
the bias on a Hall -effect device. Assuming the power supply to the motor is OK, you can disconnect the speed control input from the servo circuitry and substitute a variable
external power supply. Bias voltages are usually in a OVdc
to 2Vdc range, and quite often negative. Be sure to check
the schematic for the unit you're fixing.
You'll need relatively precise control over motor speed,

and thus, bias voltage. If your supply has a precision,
multiturn pot that is quiet and effective down at the lower
end of its range, you're all set. But if you have one like I
use, the control is so erratic below 6V, that it's impossible

to get stable control of the motor. You can go out and
spend a few hundred dollars on a new supply, or you can
dig through your bin of forgotten parts for a couple of resistors to make a 10:1 voltage divider. Something around
900kg2 and 100k2 ought to do nicely. The Hall devices need

OPTICAL BLOCK
RF

DC

EFM

CLV

TEST POINT

(DISC MOTOR)
CONTROL

o

DISC
MOTOR

RF AMP

SCOPE

POWER
CONTROL

BREAK CIRCUIT HERE
AND INJECT APPROPRIATE
VOLTAGE
BREAK CIRCUIT HERE
AND FORCE ON. MAY

EOUIRE A HIGH OR LOW.
LD

ON

MICRO

CONTROLLER
TEST

4-JUMP TO GROUND
O

Figure 1. Breaking CLV loop to test RF eye pattern.
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IF AVAILABLE

voltage, not current. Now your power supply can operate
in a comfortable 10V to 20V range where the output level
control works smoothly. In the field, a 1.5V battery (Oops!
I mean "cell") works nicely, but you still have to rig up a
potentiometer to vary the voltage.

Lately, I've noticed some portable players using the
simpler, brush -and -commutator type of de disc motor.
These have only two wires. The servo provides both power
and control, unlike circuits designed for BSL motors that
only need to supply a control voltage.
Of course, making the motor turn is merely one step in
the process. In order to see an eye pattern, the laser must

be on and the focus servo operational. Once again, the
microcontroller usually feeds some sort of enabling signal

to the optical block. It might be termed LD, LDON, or
something else, but you usually can figure it out by studying the schematic. Even with the test mode engaged, it is
often necessary to force this signal to the proper level to
get the laser to stay on long enough.
Now that we have the laser turned on and the disc motor
spinning at around 300 rpm, you ought to get some sort of
eye pattern, assuming a disc is in the machine, the RF amp
is working and the focus servo is OK. But what if focus is
bad? Sometimes, that will make the test impossible, but
often, there is enough slop in the sled assembly that the
nimble -fingered technician can move the optical block

enough to find a good focus point, if only for just a
moment. If the RF is OK, you can make the working assumption (one we can discard later if it gets us nowhere)
that the laser is not the cause of the apparent motor problem. By the way, make sure the optical block is positioned
into the disc where data density is normal. In the TOC
(table of contents) and between tracks, you'll see an anemic
pattern.
As with any troubleshooting procedure, practice makes

perfect. You also need to understand the circuit well

enough to make a good guess exactly where to break the
loop and inject voltages. Top troubleshooters are also experimenters, unafraid to fail several times in the pursuit of
improved technique.
Next time we'll break a few more loops, and maybe even
find a way to test the RF PLL with a dead optical block.
By the way, a few columns back, I mistakenly claimed
that '/2 -inch PCM audio and CDs use the same sampling
frequency. Thanks to Dennis Machesky of Sony Corporation for setting me straight. PCM uses 44.056kHz; CD,
44.1kHz. To a guy like me, brought up on analog equipment, two frequencies are essentially identical if they are
within 0.09% of one another. But to a digital circuit, the
difference is significant. The standards committees set it
up this way so direct digital copies of CDs could not be

159r

made on '/2 -inch PCM equipment.
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Readers' Exchange

Sams Photofact sets, No. 1224 through No. 1475, complete $250; Sylvania
CK1500X Chek-A-Color test jig with over 75 adapters, already modified
for up to 38kV testing, excellent condition, $250; Castle Mezzer FSM-V
VHF field -strength meter, Sencore B124 battery eliminator and Sencore
B156 7 -in -1 do bias supply, all three items in excellent condition, $90. Instructions with everything. All prices plus shipping. Baros TV Service, 6113

Beginning July 15...
No ad requests will be accepted for Readers' Exchange

Isleta Blvd. SW, Albuquerque. NM 87105; 505-877-5688.

without a full, verifiable name, address AND phone
number. This information is necessary for EST files.
Phone numbers will not be published, if so requested.
All ad requests received prior to the above date will be

tern generator, $2,800 for all three; Diehl Mark VI, $350; CR70, $750;
LC53, $750. Will sell package for $4,300. All equipment like new, with
leads and manuals. VA62 and LC53 used once; all other units, unused. Illness forces sale. J. Collins. 11 Michael St.. Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07675;

processed as received. Editor.

201-391-8425.

Sencore-VA62 video analyzer, VC63 VCR analyzer and NT64 NTSC pat-

Hewlett-Packard model AR120 oscilloscope, with manual on fiche;

Wanted:

Beckman/Berkley Eput meter, model 7150, 5A2 scope CRT in box. Best offers. Other equipment available. Kenneth Morvant, Route 4, Box 1290. Abbe-

Schematic/information for old Shenendoah Five, Henry Field radio. Will
make it worth your time. Wayne Burmahl, 12607 E. McCoy St., Inde-

ville, LA 70510; 318-643-6867.

pendence, MO 64055.

Sencore-SC61, VA62, VC63, NT64, CR70, LC53, PR57, TF46-with all
accessories, one-half of new prices; Sams Photofact folders No. 1200
through No. 2172, $1,000; No. 2299 through No. 2480, $500. C. Hugh Har-

Schematic/service manual for Farfisa Sabre Reverb-1 amplifier used with Farfisa Compact Duo. Will buy or copy and return at my expense. Dan Graziadei,
Stereo Service Center, 227 5th Ave., Pelham, NY 10803.

Drive wheel for old Zenith stereo, EVG No. 1499-37. William Blankinship,
Blankinship TV, 1216 N. Main. Rusk, TX 75785; 214-683-5070.

Sony No. 1-222-235 volume control W/switch for KV -1210U television.
Charles T. Huth, 229 Melrnore St., Tiffin, OH 44883.

rell. P.O. Box 6691, Newport News, VA 23606; 804-877-7915.

TV parts from Admiral 1M30, RCA CTC40P, Sears 528.41940 and
528.41950, Zenith 25CC50 and MGA 19 -inch console. Picture tube from

RCA 19VLNP22, with yoke, used two months. Many other chassis on
hand. D.J. Aijala, 50 Fir Circle, Babbitt, MN 55706.

Sencore SG165 AM -FM stereo analyzer, $545; Sencore VA62 video

Loan of manual for Heathkit oscillograph 10-104 so that I can copy needed
information to repair my scope. Will return promptly. Charlie Martel, 95
Bay State Road, Belmont, MA 02178.

analyzer, with VC63 VCR test accessory. $2,095. Equipment in excellent
condition, complete with manuals and probes. John's TV. 34 Hillside Ave..

GE radio transformer, catalog No. RT-5958, for clock radio, GE model
C -4390A. Will buy. Frank Massi, 714 Walnut Drive, Apt. 310, Darien, IL

Sencore SG165 AM -FM stereo analyzer, like -new condition, with test leads
and service manual, $250, cashier's check only. John Schultz..1611 Orchard
Road. Quincy, IL 62301; 217-224.8227.

60559.

Information about Seville model SC1382 color television. Jorge Miranda,
Miranda Repair Shop, 4911 Murphy Pace, West New York, NJ 07093.
Service manual for B&K model 1431 oscilloscope. Will buy or copy and return.
George Demaris, 7387 Pershing Ave., Orlando, FL 32822.

Service information for the following-Unicorn Electronics power supply,
model PSIIR; Tandy 64K Color Computer II, model 26-3127; EMP/GTS
manual Mini Modem, model MM -101 (manufactured by Elec and Eltec Company, Hong Kong); Heathkit oscilloscope calibrator, model IG-4505; Leader

RF signal generator, model LSG-11; Garrard turntable, model Lab 95B;
Johnson Messenger CB, model 323; Apple IIe Pro System Duo -Disk Imagewriter Printer Monitor II; Icom model 735 ham transceiver. Will purchase or copy, my cost. Mike Adams. Haney Vo-Tech Center. 3016 Hwy 77,
Panama City, FL 32405; 904-769-2191.

Please state price and/or condition in correspondence for the following- two
transistors, MRF 455A; one antenna tuner, MFJ 962, 949C, 941D or 989; five
tubes, No. 7868; ten lamps, No. 12 6V for Bogen PA amps; one each band -

switch for Panasonic RF 2800 receiver, No. RSR 98W or equivalent; one
printer and disk drive for Tandy Color Computer iI, model 26-3127; one each
Z-80/CPM and modem board for Apple Ile ProSystem. Mike Adams, Haney
Vo-Tech Center, 3016 Hwy 77, Panama City, FL 32405; 904-769-2191.

TV, VCR parts, modules, service manuals and test equipment-only new or
excellent condition components; books, publications and troubleshooting
guides for televisions and related electronics equipment. Tim Rowe!!, 1200
Barton St., Johnson City, TN 3760!.
Two timing wheel support assemblies for Accutrax +6 (BSR) phono No. PN
8114235. Will consider buying junker. Pay any fair price. TV Central, 870 Pio
Nono Ave., Macon, GA 31204; 912-743-1451.

Flyback transformer for Zenith model No. T2585p, part No. 95-3243-02.
Zenith says N.L.A. Tektronics, 17 W. Granada Blvd., Ormond Beach, FL
32074; 904-672-1175.

Soudentou'n, PA 18964; 215-721-1563.

B&K 820 digital capacitance meter, $95; Precision E -200C signal
generator, $55; B&K 666 Dynajet tube tester, $65. All mint condition, all
prices plus shipping. Ted Youngman, 2225 Vigo St., Lake Station, IN46405.
Heathkit IT -5230 CRT tester and rejuvenator, $50; Knight tube tester,
model KG -600B, $35, Precision signal generator (two available), model
E200, $40 each; B&K model 667 tube tester, $35; Sprague Jud Williams
curve tracer, model A, $50; Roberts tape recorder, model 771X, $100.
Ralph. Dorough, 117 Pecan St., Terrell. TX 75160; 214-563-7105.

Argon discharge tubes, Sylvania type R-4410 and type S-501, used to
discharge HV capacitors through magneto-striction sounding heads, $6
each; 100W ferrule -type resistors, 20k0, $3.50 each. Twelve each available:
items no longer in production. Prices do not include shipping; send shipping
instructions with M.O. Unitronix, P.O. Box 247, Galveston, TX 77553-0247;
40.9-76.3-2207.

Sony 13 -inch monochrome monitor, model CVM131, $50; Conrac 8 -inch
monochrome monitor, $35; Texas Instruments model Silent 700 printer,
with cable and paper, $35. Hewlett-Packard 130C oscilloscope, $200; 202A

low frequency function generator, $60; 650A test oscillator, $60; 400H
VTVM, $60; 2401B integrating digital voltmeter, $200; Tektronix RM529
TV waveform monitor, $150; 180A time mark generator, $85; 383 time
base plug-in, $100; Fluke 8300A digital voltmeter, $400. All this test equip-

ment works OK. Include $12 to help pay shipping. Fred Jones. P.O. Box
702, Niceville, FL 32578; 904-678-1803.

B&W picture tubes - 19DUP4, 19CUP4, 19BLP4, 17DA/17DR/19AB/
21EV, 21FDP4. All new, $10 each. Price does not include shipping. Ray's
TV, 4821 East View Drive, New Orleans. LA 70126; 504-246-6205.

SAT -250 audio dummy load, 2-channel/250W per channel, 80 500W, 40.
Excellent. $70, we ship. Dan's Radio -TV, 866 Cy Ave, Casper, WY 82601.

PFReporter magazines, 50¢ each; Sams Photofacts, $1 each. Send s.a.s.e.
for list. George Otto. 1045 Magnolia Ave., Beaumont, TX 77701.

For Sale

Xerox copies on original factory -service manuals for Zenith, Admiral and

Hickok Universal TV -FM alignment signal generator, model 610A, with
manuals, good condition, $75; Philco wideband oscillator amplifier, model
8300, good condition, $10; Rider service manual, volume 16. $15; Supreme
radio service manual (1926-1938), Supreme radio service manual (1941), $5
each; Sams Photofact sets No. 69 through No. 496, 75e each or all 275 sets

for $150. or best offer; Sams record changer service manuals, CM -2

through CM -9. RC -11 and RC -12, $2 each or all 10 manuals for $15. All

prices plus shipping. John Brouzakis. 247 Palley Circle. Charleroi, PA
15022; 412-48.3-3072.
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Motorola color television. Literature on transistor radios, auto radios,
8 -tracks, portable cassette players and turntables - too many to list. Send
s.a.s.e. with your needs. Kenneth L. Mixon, 401 E. San Pedro Ave.. Perry,
FL .32347; 904-584-2116.

Panasonic parts, large quantity, older, also used for Bradford. Parts are
for televisions, tape recorders and stereos; part numbers, model numbers
and descriptions needed. Send s.a.s.e. with your needs; I will return prices.
T&T Electronics, 200 Main St.. Williamstown, MA 01267.

Esc&
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Overland Park, KS 66212
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Moody Tools, Inc.
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COMPLETE VCR TEST SHOP: Sencore SC61 Wave
form analyzer, VA62 video analyzer, VC63 VCR head
test acc, NTSC pattern generator, PR57 powerite isolation tranf. Tentelometer tape tension gauge, Tentel

ELECTRONIC REPAIR, inventory & equipment. 11
years at same location. Small recreational town in
Idaho. Owner wishes to retire. $15,000. 208-756-2916,
Box 488, Salmon, Id. 83467.
5-87-3t

VHS spindle height gauge, Tentel head protrusion

gauge, with S1 stand, Zenith torque gauge. Call (414)

835 -1793.7 -87 -it

T.V. SALES & SERVICE. Top quality shop. Fully equipt
in Miramar, Florida. Unlimited potential for right party.

VCR REPAIR SOLUTIONS FOR VHS MODELS. Volume

(305) 961-1011.

$11.95. All 300, $19.95. Eagle Electronics, 52053 Locks
Lane, Granger, IN 46530.
7-87-6t

TV -AUDIO -VIDEO SERVICE & SALES in sunny Florida.

I-150 Symptoms and cures-$11.95. Volume II-

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 85
cents per word, each Insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to Insure publications.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge is $20.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there Is an additional charge of $30.00 per
insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

FOR SALE
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600.
National (800) 223-8314, NY State (800) 446-4430.
1.85-tfn

PHOTOFACTS: Individual folders 41 to 41400 $3.00.
Above 41400 $5.00. Sent same day first-class
postpaid. Loeb, 414 Chestnut Lane, East Meadow, NY
4-87.6t

SERVICE MANUALS. Large Shop has 18 yr. collection
of duplicates. All original manufacturer. All new.

Audio $2.00, video $5.00. Send SASE for list. Tape
Recorder Clinic; 4850 E. Speedway; Tucson, Arizona
85712.

ponent service manuals. 1960's thru 1985, approx.
4500 manuals, $2000.00 for the lot. Celectronics 1473
12th St., Los Osos, Ca. 93402.

7.87-1t
MUST LIQUIDATE 1986 Sencore test equipment, SC61

wave form analyzer, 1VC63 VCR test accessory, 1
PR57 variable isolation transformer, 1 LC53 cap/coil
analyzer; 1VA62 universal video analyzer; 1 NT64 pattern generator. Original cost-$9,000.00, asking
$4,000.00. Almost brand new. Call 215-678-4136 after 7
pm.

7-87-1t

TVNCR "TUFF TIPS" listed by mfg. and model. Over
200 unique tips. Send $5.95 for TV, $6.95 for VCR or
$10.95 for TVNCR listing to: Tech Cures, 4825 Fredericksburg Road, San Antonio, Texas 78229.

7-87-2t

Owner retiring after 13 years. 1400 sq. ft. building in
excellent location. Over $20k inventory and equipment. Nearly complete Sams file. $90k negotiable.
Flori-Day Electronics -44 Ave. E-Apalachicola, FL
32320. (904) 653-9657.

7-87-1t

AUDIO -VIDEO REPAIR SHOP. Largest repair shop in

northern California, north of Santa Rosa; serving 3
counties. Authorized warranty for 20 manufacturers;
commercial accounts. 565k. 266 E. Smith St., Ukiah,
7-87-1t

CA 95482.

COMPUTER AND TV SALES and service business in
Colorado mountains. Only computer store in city. Inventory, at cost, approx. $40,000. Selling for $25,000.
Great opportunity in fabulous area. Retiring owner will
help. 1-303-641-0555 days, -4678 eves.

7-87-1t

TV TROUBLESHOOTING. Over 130 schematic ILLUSTRATED problems -solutions of difficult repairs.

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts.

11554.

SERVICE MANUALS: Most major brands of HIFi Com-

7-87-1t

11-86-tfn

Also, 12 steps to easier TV repair, 25 pages $12.00. Re-

EDUCATION

markable diagnostic tool. Determine operation of high
voltage circuits every time, no mistakes. $5.00. Jones,
Box 702, Niceville, Fla. 32578

7-87-3t

TVNCR FAILURE HISTORIES-Multiple cures for
most problem areas. Send $6.95 with mfg. and model
number to Tech Cures, 4825 Fredericksburg Road, San

CABLE TV TRAINING - Training in Cable Television
Technology. Learn construction, installation, and
maintenance. Cable Correspondence Courses, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1319, St. Charles. MO 63302.

7.87-tfn

Antonio, Texas 78229. Money will be refunded with
free sample. if model is not on database.

7-87-2t

DIEHL MARK III SCANNER, new, manual included,
$250, shipping paid. Jones. Box 702, Niceville, FL
32578.

7-87-3t

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HELP WANTED
technician needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer TV and audio equipVIDEO/AUDIO

ment. Training by manufacturers such as: Sony,
T.V. SALES & SERVICE. Well established business lo-

ELECTRONICS PARTS 106 on the dollar! $50.00 sam-

cated northern Virginia. Owner retiring and will help

ples $5 postpaid. Free Bargain Catalog! Dependable

with financing. Call 703-972-7027 after 7:00 p.m. EST.

TV, Box 1645 C'sted, St. Colx, V.I., U.S.A. 00820. 7-87-2t

6/85-t f n

Hitachi, RCA, Panasonic, etc. are necessary for Job experience. Write or call: Atlantic Electronics, Inc., 1232
NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305, 305-564-8274 (10
AM 6:30 PM). Ask for Dave or Joe.
06 -86 -tin
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CAMERA -VIDEO Technicians needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians

who are expert with consumer and/or industrial
cameras and VCR's. Training by manufacturers such
as Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic, etc., are necessary for
job experience. Come to sunny Florida and enjoy your
work & leisure time. Write or call ATLANTIC ELECTRONICS INC., 1232 NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Page

Number

33305. (305) 564.827410 AM to 6:30 PM. Ask for Dave or
Joe.
8-85-tfn

and some equipment. $15.00 per hour. Send Resume
to Field Service, Best Power Technology, P.O. Box

Accutest Instruments, Inc
Atrix, Inc.
B&K Precision Dynascan Corp
Beckman Industrial Corp

280, Necedah, WI 54646.

C + S Sales

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS- Part time for field service and preventative maintenance. Openings nation-

wide. Must have own transportation, flexible hours,
6.87.2t

nications contractor is looking for qualified service
technicians for its Seattle office. Applicants should
be experienced in professional audio, telephone, nurses call, C.C.T.V., M.A.T.V., and school communication

systems. Qualified applicants should forward their
resumes in confidence to: ELECTROCOM, 6815 216th
Street SW, Lynnwood, Washington 98036, (206)
774-6600. An equal opportunity employer.
7-87-1t

ETA

Fluke, John Mfg. Co., Inc
Hameg Inc.
Hitachi Sales Corp. of America
Iscet
Jensen Tools Inc.
Leader Instrument Corp.
MCM Electronics
Moody Tools

SERVICES
TV TUNER REBUILDING: UHF, VHF, Cable ready.
Electronic varactor or mechanical, any make. One
year warranty. $14.95 plus major parts & shipping.
ROCHESTER TUNER SERVICE, 25 HOWARD RD.,
7-87-11

6-87-2t

TVRO EQUIPMENT REPAIR, satellite receivers, anten-

na actuators and down converters. 72 -hour turnaround, 90 -day limited warranty. Contact: Electrodyn,
917 South Rogers St., Bloomington, In. 47401. Tele6-87-2t

phone: 812-334-1023.

VCR REPAIR, all makes and models. 72 -hour turnaround, 90 -day limited warranty. Contact: Electrodyn,
917 South Rogers St., Bloomington, IN 47401. Tele6-87-2t

phone: 812-334-1023

WANTED

5
21

3
9
8

7

43
67
57,61
61

68
23
65
47,49
51,53
9

59
68
12A -12B,13
25
57
15
68
BC

Unity Electronics
Zenith

WANTED: Good used Huntron Tracker. Call with Price,

2

63
63

Nu Data Corp.
Projector Recorder Belt Corp.
PTS Corp
RDi/Portasol
Sencore, Inc
Sencore, Inc
Simpson Electric Co.
Spectrum 2000 Inc.
Sperry Tech, Inc.
Tektronix, Inc.
Tentel
Tronix, Inc
U.S. Instrument Rentals

32
36

IBC
IFC,11
27
63
55
59
65
68
65

17

N ES DA

TELEVISION TUNER REBUILDING, all makes &
models. 24 -hour turnaround, one year limited warranty. Competitive pricing. Contact: Electrodyn, 917
South Rogers St., Bloomington, In. 47401. Telephone:
812-334-1023.

3

Chemtronics, Inc.
Computer Service Center
Contact East
Cooks Inst. Elec. Engrg
Dandy Mfg. Co.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS Northwest's leading commu-

ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14606 (716) 647-9180.

68

Reader
Service
Number

1,34
12
25
18
22
26
29

24
4,5
13

35
23
28
10
27

Advertiser
Hotline
609/259-0460
8001222-6154
312/889-9087
.714/671-4800
800/292-7711
800/645-5244
602/889-8888
800/225-5370
601/371-1351
800/331-9658

800/227-3800
516/883-3837
516/921-7200
817/921-9101
602/968-6231
514/337-9500
800/543-4330
800/223-9036
817/921-9061
201/842-5757
800/558-9572
812/824-9331
703/323-8000

14,15 ...800/843-3338
16,17 ...800/843-3338
6

20
30
33
11

19
7
31

312/687-2265
800/922-6333
800/228-4338
800/433-2323
800/538-6894
313/939-4710
800/824-2873
201/351-4200

Condition, Age and Model. Dick Scott, (206) 9437-87-1t

1393.

PERSONALIZED 24 -HOUR SERVICE
ON OVER 10,000 ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS & PRODUCTS...
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-558-9572

"Tech's Guide To
Pricing"

Tech's

updated new 5th edition a
framework for setting rates
that apply to Hi -Tech pro-

Guide
To

PricinQ

YNEI4

IN

wls 1-800-242-9553

24 HOUR ORDERING: FAX: 414/473-4727

ducts

a

formula that

guarantees SUCCESS!

Call Toll Free for details 8/5

1-800-228-4338

csT
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PRO
PROJECTOR -RECORDER BELT CORP.
Whitewater, WI 53190
TLX 4994411 PRBUSA

1 MILLION TUBES
Includes all current, obsolete, antique, hard -to -find
receiving, transmitting industrial, radio/TV types. LOWEST
PRICES. Major brands in stock
Unity Electronics Dept. E
P.O. Box 213, Elizabeth, N.J. 07206

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
Reduced Prices - High Quality

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES

Custom Reconditioned & New Products

FREE CA TALOG AVAILABLE

P 0 Box 176

GLEOTROfliC

Accutest Instruments, Inc.

Circle (28) on Reply Card

CLARKSBURG, N. J. 08510

(609) 259-0460 (NJ) or 1.800-524-0747
Circle (32) on Reply Card

A MUST FOR THE TV TECHNICIAN
UNIVERSAL CRT ADAPTER- Don't buy another
socket for your CRT Tester! Join 10,000 satisified buyers & WIN the Socket War!
GUARANTEED to fit your tester.
Test/clean/restore ALL Color, B/W,
Projection. $63.95ppd w/Setup
book, Visa, MC, COD
1.800.331.9658

DANDY MFG. CO.
2323 Gibson, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74403

ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY Volume 7. No.

dress changes to ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY.

P 0 Box 12952. Overland Park. KS 66212-9981.
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Greg Garrison, Sales Manager
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664

"I thought a DSO that did all
that would cost a fortune..."
"Isn't that

"Like our mechanical stress tests?"

B&K-PRECISION

"Exactly ... or a one-shot pulse,

the new

2520 digital
storage
oscilloscope?"

"Right, Jim ... It's quite a
performer, with dua -channel

scope is darn near impossible,
even with a camera. On the 2520,
I can pretrigger at 0%, 25%, 75%,
or 100%. When the event pops,
it's frozen on the screen. I can
also compare
test results
from one
event to

the next."

"This DSO really opens new
doors ... For instance ..
Let's say I need

"'see, Bob. Freeze one

event on one channel,
look at the new events
on the second channel,
and zoom in for a
closer look. What

other jobs will it
simplify?"

.

to look at a
non -repetitive

waveform ..."

S
0
O

y°'

0

nerve response tests ... Best of all
the 2520 costs just $1990."

You can get your own 2520

analog oLtput for a plotter."

your analog scope do tie job?"

0
O

4-

"$1990? I thought a DSO that
did all that would cost a
fortune. Where do / get mine?"

'eal-time and digital operations,

2 megasample per second
sampling and 1024 x 8 bit per
channel storage. It's even got an

"Those specs sound pretty good,
Bob, but why a DSO? Won't

y

or even a power line glitch ...
Looking at those on a regular

"Here are just a few ideas:
5hpck test ng without
trigger data loss; Bounce
testing on switches and
breakers, capturing a PCM

tone burst; and flammability
tests using two thermocouples...
Our bio lab can even use it for
Circle (2) on Reply Card

r..e.

Rotate

from your local B&K-PRECISION

distributor. Also ask about the
new 2521 with automatic time
and voltage measurements
and optional 2502 waveform
processor. For complete details
and a free list of DSO
applications contact:

101\

,VÍ Iv

OYNABCAN CORPORATION

6460 W. Cortland St. Chicago, iL 60635
312-889-8870
International Sales, 6460 W Cortland St, Chicago, It 60635
Canadian Sales. Atlas Electronics. Ontario
South and Central American Sales, Empire Exporters, Plainview, NY 11803

NE

ZENITH Vui HEAD CLEANERS FOR
ALL VHS MAKES AND MODELS
INCLUDING CAMCORDERS...
EVEN VHS -C CAMCORDERS!
Call your Zenith distributor's Accessory Sales Manager with your
order row... and see for yourself how quickly the ready-made
selling power of the Zenith name helps you make it big
in video accessories.
Zenith Service, Parts & Accessories 11000 Seymour Avenue Franklin Park, IL 60131
A Division of Zenith Electronics Corporation

